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I 

PERSPECTIVES 

Ambiguity is a topic of current interest to 

critics of Hispanic-American literature, especially to 

the critics of the novel. Spanish literature of centuries 

past has periodically been filled with ambiguities; how

ever, ambiguity has never assumed a more significant role 

than in the contemporary Hispanic-American novel. It is 

appropriate to examine the functions of ambiguity in the 

novelistic production of a generation of Spanish-speaking 

writers, who, from the New World, have set international 

standards for the novel since 1950. 

The prominent Mexican novelist and critic Carlos 

Fuentes has noted the presence of ambiguity in the con

temporary Hispanic-American novel in his Nueva novela 

hispanoamericana. He points out that ambiguous language 

became noticeable in Spanish-American novels in the first 

decades of the Twentieth Century. "Los de abajo, La 

sombra del Caudillo, y S_i me han de matar . . . , por 

encima de sus posibles defectos tecnicos y a pesar de su 

lastre documental, introducen una nota original en la 

2 
novela hispanoamericana: introducen la ambigiiedad." 

1 
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He then asserts that "En la literatura de la revolucion 

mexicana se encuentra esta semilla novelesca: la certeza 

heroica se convierte en ambigiiedad critica, la fatalidac 

natural en accion contradictoria, el idealismo romantico 

en dialectica ironica." Finally, after a few pages 

of chronological historical perspective, he brings the 

discussion to date with this generalized conclusion: 

"Nuestra literatura es verdaderamente revolucionaria 

en cuanto le niega al orden establecido el lexico que 

este quisiera y le pone el lenguaje de la alarma, la 

renovacion, el desorden y el humor." 

Although Fuentes seems to be principally concerned 

with the general revolutionary qualities of the contem

porary novel, he does emphasize ambiguous language as a 

major contribution to an anti-realistic concept of litera

ture. His chapters on Vargas Llosa, Carpentier, Garcia 

Marquez, and Cortazar include definite statements on 

ambiguity. The statements are brief, but enlightening. 

Fuentes makes no attempt to exhaust the topic, but does 

indicate new directions for criticism and research. 

Among the most outstanding novelists of Spanish 

America are Mario Vargas Llosa, Julio Cortazar, and Jose 

Donoso. Respectively, their works La Casa Verde, Rayuela, 

and El obsceno pajaro de la noche are masterpieces widely 

accepted by readers and critics as representative works of 
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a generation of literary figures who have deliberately 

revolutionized the novel. Other novels of the same 

period by other authors would suffice for a functional 

analysis of ambiguity, but those cited are convenient, 

well-known works and serve the purpose. They also repre

sent a chronological development of style and technique 

of the generation. As sample novels they will suffi

ciently demonstrate three distinct functions of ambiguity: 

complexity, confusion, and abstraction. 

Ambiguity is the admission of two or more meanings 

or interpretations for the same word, expression, action, 

or situation. In the purest form of ambiguity, the mean

ings are inseparable. The effect of ambiguity is most 

often characterized by doubtfulness, uncertainty, vague

ness, contradiction, and seeming incompatibility. There 

are no true synonyms for ambiguity, only v.-oẑds that de

scribe facets of it. Ambiguity is a collective term which 

can best be understood by examining its components in the 

form of specific devices and techniques which cause it. 

It is impossible to include every aspect of ambi

guity in an analysis of its functions. For the purposes 

of this study, it is important, principally, to demonstrate 

that complexity, confusion, and abstraction are qualities 

resulting from the intentional use of ambiguous language 

and action in the three aforementioned novels. To prove 
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this is to prove that understanding functions of ambi

guity is a key to understanding an entire generation of 

novelists. One can indicate pertinent examples contain

ed in the traditional points of literary analysis: plot, 

characterization, setting, point of view, style, and 

structure. There is no need to be limited to any speci

fic type of ambiguity. Demonstrating saturation of 

ambiguity is the objective, and then functions of ambi

guity can be determined. 

Ambiguity will be considered on two planes: lin

guistic and psychological. Under linguistic ambiguity 

one must consider sounds, words, grammar, syntax, seman

tics, and punctuation. This type can be most effec

tively handled in an analysis of style and tone. Under 

psychological ambiguity one must consider aspects such 

as action, reader perception, situations, and special 

effects. When dealing with novels this can be done in 

an analysis of plot, characterization, viewpoint, and 

structure. 

In Seven Types of Ambiguity, VJilliam Empson dis

cusses linguistic ambiguity thoroughly. Although his 

primary concern is poetry, his opinions also apply to 

prose fiction. For details on types of ambiguity, one 

should read Empson's book, since the intention of this 

study is not to teach ambiguity, but to determine its 



functions. Nevertheless, an outline of his basic 

thoughts on the subject seems appropriate for assist

ing in an explanation of the present approach to ambi

guity. He very clearly summarizes his basic concepts 

of the topic. 

First-type ambiguities arise when a detail is 
effective in several ways, e.g., by compari
sons with several points of likeness, anti
theses with several points of difference . . ., 
comparative adjectives, subdued metaphors, and 
extra meaning suggested by rhythm. In the 
second-type ambiguities two or more alterna
tive meanings are fully resolved into one. The 
condition for third-type ambiguity is that two 
apparently unconnected meanings are given simul
taneously. In the fourth type the alternative 
meanings combine to make clear a complicated 
state of mind in the author. The fifth type is 
a fortunate confusion, as when the author is 
discovering his idea in the act of writing or 
not holding it all in mind at once. In the 
sixth type what is said is contradictory or 
irrelevant and the reader is forced to invent 
interpretations. The seventh type is that of 
full contradiction, marking a division in the 
author's mind.5 

While Empson proceeds to show linguistic ambigui

ties in the compact language of poetry, he is also aware 

of purely psychological aspects. When he refers to the 

factor of perceptivity in the reader, he warns that this 

is a vague aspect which should be avoided in literary 

analysis. He calls it a problem of "depth psychology." 

In this analysis of functions of ambiguity in the 

Hispanic-American novel one cannot ignore depth psycho

logy, because it seems to have a purpose. 
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When Empson refers to pun, allegory, and paradox, 

he calls them "devices" which produce ambiguity. His 

"types" are nothing more than other devices which have 

not been assigned specific names. In this analysis of 

three novels one must also consider the "techniques" 

associated with the contemporary Spanish-American novel 

to be among the devices that produce ambiguity. Complex

ity, confusion, and abstraction, then, will be the final 

breakdown of the broader category of ambiguity. 

Charles Thomas Samuels discusses complexity and 

confusion in The Ambiguity of Henry James. His thesis 

is compactly presented in his introduction. He makes 

explicit his concepts and intentions. He will, in his 

analysis, search for "pure" ambiguity, since he con

siders complexity and confusion as by-products, inferior 

and defective qualities in the works of Henry James. 

Complexity is viewed as "good," but not as true ambiguity; 

and confusion is, according to Samuels, a defect in the 

works of James. 

In the contemporary Hispanic-American novel, 

complexity and confusion, which are intentional, are no 

longer defects, but strengths to be included in the 

category of "legitimate" ambiguity; and the new quality 

of abstraction must be explored. 
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Complexity and confusion are not new considera

tions in literary analysis, but they are not always 

necessarily considered in terms of ambiguity. One 

theorist mentions them in terms of coherence and inco

herence . 

The criterion of coherence is sometimes 
mentioned along with that of complexity, 
for it is not only the complicated work 
but the complicated whole work that we 
recognize as valuable. Mere aimless com
plication cannot be considered a virtue. 
Dante's masterpiece is one of the world's 
great works of literature largely because 
it unifies such a richly detailed variety 
of people, places, experiences, and ideas 
in the allegorical structure of one man's 
journey from earth through hell and purga
tory to the highest heaven, a journey that 
moves in spirals but always upon the axis 
of a single straight line. In fact, the 
term complexity as applied to the Divine 
Comedy or any other work might be taken ; 
always to imply some sort of coherence or , i 
unity. Otherwise we would speak rather of ' 
confusion. The story that wholly lacks „ 
coherence because it deals with a variety 
of unrelated characters and events, or j 
characters and events related to each other ' 
only in the most superficial way, will not I 
be so much complex as full of incident. At 
best, such a work, joining episodes by some 
arbitrary device, will be a series of tales: 
this is the loose structure of certain movies, i 
for example, like the one which represents 
the various effects on the lives of people 
chosen at random from a telephone directory 
to inherit large sums of money from an eccen
tric millionaire. "7 

Finally, as an attestation of the validity of 

abstraction as a function of ambiguity in the Hispanic-

American novel, consider Yerko Moretic's appraisal of 



abstraction. 

La abstracci5n, como operacion mental, es 
una conquista del pensamiento, conquista 
destinada a facilitar, a traves de 
condensaciones del conocimiento obtenido 
de la practica, el progreso del saber, el 
cual no necesita asi repetir una y otra vez 
todo el desarrollo del conocimiento adquirido 
a lo largo de la historia. La literatura, 
como sintesis, es ya, en tal sentido, 
abstraccion, pues tipifica, caracteriza en la 
imagen, condensa determinados mementos del 
devenir humane, se vale de categorias esteticas. 
El formalismo quiere ir mas alia, quiere 
superabstraer abstracciones y da como resultado 
el ocultamiento de la realidad. Hay en la 
literatura formalista desprecio por la claridad, 
desprecio por la razon y desprecio por la 
capacidad y la necesidad comprensiva del publico 
a cuya conciencia esta destinada o debiera 
estar destinada esa literatura.8 

In the following three chapters the approach to 

determining functions of ambiguity is formulaic. The 

intention is to isolate several significant devices and 

techniques to show that La. Casa Verde, Rayuela, and 

El obsceno pajaro de la noche are saturated with an 

assortment of ambiguities. After proving that ambiguity 

exists as an important facet of these novels, it will be 

demonstrated that the ultimate effects of the ensemble 

of ambiguous devices function to create either complex

ity, confusion, or abstraction, characteristics which 

can be uspd finally to classify other novels of the same 

generation of writers. Devices produce ambiguity v;hich 

in turn can be divided into functions. 
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AMBIGUOUS COMPLEXITY IN LA CASA VERDE 

Mario Vargas Llosa has chosen the traditional 

genre of the novel to expound on the subject of contem

porary Peruvian life. While he is building on past 

developments of this genre,, he is also renovating and 

innovating. As one reads Vargas Llosa's first major 

novel, Lja Casa Verde, one cannot, and should not, expect 

facile comprehension in view of the complexities of plot, 

characterization, style, and structure. The reading 

public is practically reduced to aggressive intellectuals, 

and the author shov;s unconcern for the casual reader who 

looks for an easy plot combined with simple transparent 

style. While the multiple plots are understandable in 

La Casa Verde, the author's technical treatment of them 

is often baffling. Several stories, all of which are 

told simultaneously, are fragmented and out of temporal 

sequence. Average readers who give prime importance to 

plot will be uninterested in La Casa Verde. 

Vargas Llosa presents five major plots, interrelat

ed and of'equal importance, with numerous pertinent sub

plots. The combination of these plots develops an overall 

9 
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plot for the novel. The plots are inseparable from 

character development, but at this point the primary 

concern is to demonstrate how the basic plots are assem

bled to produce overall plot and ambiguities that lead 

to complexity. 

The five basic plots, or stories, are told in a 

series of short alternating scenes which, when extracted 

and assembled, give a linear account of action. The 

novel contains a total of seventy-two brief scenes. The 

basic stories are usually in temporal sequence, but they 

are fragmented. Complementary, extensive details are 

provided by flashbacks and subplots dispersed throughout 

all the stories, interrelating the characters and action. 

The first plot revolves around Bonifacia, a young 

Aguaruna Indian who has been integrated into Peruvian 

society. In a series of fourteen chronological scenes, 

interrupted only by intervening scenes of other stories, 

one discovers the primary story of her life, a conflict 

and a turning point. She is a servant and pupil in a 

Catholic mission in Santa Maria de Nieva, a jungle town 

in Peru. After aiding eleven small Indian girls to 

escape from the mission to return to their jungle homes, 

Bonifacia is scolded severely by the Mother Superior for 

her careless act, and ultimately she is expelled from the 

secure life she has in the convent. She is accected 
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into the home of Adrian and his wife Lalita who treat 

her kindly, and while residing there, she meets the 

Sargento, a local civil guard policemen, who eventually 

seduces her, then marries her and takes her away to his 

hometown, Piura. It is implied that all of this happens 

within a few months. 

Flashbacks revealing the rest of Bonifacia's story 

are introduced sporadically into other related stories. 

As a child, she is taken from the jungle village of 

Urakusa to the mission, where she is educated and inte

grated into society. After her marriage, in Piura she 

becomes a prostitute in a brothel called La Casa Verde. 

The second story is that of Fushia, a Japanese-

Brazilian bandit who has fled to Peru. The now old 

Fushia is ailing, and his friend Aquilino is taking him 

to a leper colony in San Pablo, near Iquitos. As they 

travel by boat from Fushia's island hideaway to San 

Pablo, the two of them converse of past life. In a 

series of fourteen alternate and fragmented scenes, the 

boat trip serves as the framework for flashbacks. Fushia 

spent his youthful years in Campo Grande, Brazil, where 

he was falsely accused of stealing from his employer and 

was sent to prison. He escaped and fled to Iquitos, Peru. 

There he worked for Julio Reategui. Dismayed by the 

corrupt business practices of Reategui, Fushia stole 
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money and fled to the jungle area of northeastern Peru, 

taking Lalita, a young girl from Iquitos, with him to 

a hidden island near the Santiago River near Ecuador. 

For survival he was obliged to become a bandit and to 

contraband rubber and other loot for a meager existence. 

After spending years on the island, Fushia fell ill, his 

wife abandoned him, and finally Aquilino arrived to take 

him to the leper colony. 

The river trip itself covers a period of thirty 

days, but flashbacks seem to include about three decades. 

The remaining details of Fushia's life are presented in 

related stories through character association and circum

stance . 

Don Anselmo's story is more complicated, but it, 

too, is told in fourteen scenes, spanning decades and 

leaving major gaps in the basic story. The subplots in

volved in this story are so interwoven that the facts 

sometimes remain obscure. The first four scenes describe 

Piura, an uninteresting little desert town, hated by 

strangers. A curious and mysterious stranger appears 

there one December. This stranger, Anselmo, becomes a 

legend because of his ambiguous personal attraction. 

After carefully analyzing Piura's citizens, Anselmo de

cides to construct the controversial Casa Verde, a house 

of prostitution. The next few scenes are digressions 
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related to Anselmo's life, namely, stories of Antonia, 

his blind mistress. The next group of scenes tells of 

Anselmo's social downfall, a tragedy. Antonia's death, 

while giving birth to Anselmo's child in La Casa Verde, 

provokes a riot of townswomen encouraged and led by Padre 

Garcia, terminating in the destruction and burning of 

the brothel. Anselmo then wanders aimlessly through the 

streets of Piura, accepted only by the poor, admiring 

inhabitants of Mangacheria. It is in Mangacheria that he 

resides and grows old. His zest for life is renewed when 

he meets two young musicians who insist that he join them 

in forming a three-piece band. Between two and three de

cades after the burning of La Casa Verde, Anselmo's 

daughter Chunga--daughter by Antonia--reappears in Piura 

and rebuilds the brothel, hiring Anselmo and his friends 

to play there permanently. The last group of scenes 

deals with Anselmo's senile remembrances of the past: 

specifically, the circumstances leading to Antonia's 

death. 

The history of Piura, La Casa Verde, and Antonia 

are synonymous with the story of Anselmo. Additional 

events in the life of Anselmo are introdu£ed into other 

stories. 

The basic line of the fourth story has been short

ened by the author. It is told in only seven short 
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S'̂ enes which describee, among other things, some social 

classes and institutions of Peru: the Catholic Church, 

the government, the wealthy landowners, the military 

establishment, and the marginal Indians. These seven 

scenes are chronological in presentation, but there are 

temporal gaps between them. The principal character is 

the wealthy Julio Reategui, who has numerous dealings 

and alliances with the social groups aforementioned. The 

scenes of this plot are more disconnected than the scenes 

of the other plots, but they certainly serve to comple

ment events of other plots; therefore, they are essential 

to the overall plot of the novel, serving to clarify and 

expand it. 

The fifth story is about the Inconquistables of 

Piura, a group of Mangache friends whose motto is stated 

in a scene of their antics. "Los Inconquistables entraron 

como siempre: abriendo la puerta de un patadon y cantando 

el himno: eran los inconquistables, no sabian trabajar, 

solo chupar, solo timbear, eran los inconquistables y 

9 
ahora iban a culear." A sequence of fourteen scenes 

deals exactly with that subject: the dubious adventures 

of the Inconquistables. The first seven scenes take place 

one night from sundown to daybreak. Josefino, Jose, and 

Mono go to Lituma's house in Mang'acheria--the latter has 

just returned from Lima after a long absence--where they 
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begin to drink and discuss old times. Lituma wants to go 

to La Casa Verde to celebrate their reunion, but his 

friends attempt to dissuade him, since his wife now works 

there as a prostitute. On the way to La Casa Verde they 

stop at several bars to continue their drinking. They 

wander through the streets of Piura singing and joking, 

and when they arrive at the brothel, Selvatica (Boni

facia), who passively accepts her new role in life, comes 

downstairs to greet Lituma. A while later Josefino is 

lured outside and beaten severely by the other Inconquis

tables as Selvatica watches and encourages. Josefino, it 

is discovered, has been the corrupting force in Boni

facia' s life. The next seven scenes occur perhaps a few 

years prior to Lituma's return. Basically they depict 

the story of Bonifacia and Josefino, with the inter

calated story of Lituma at the time of his arrival in 

Piura with Bonifacia, after their wedding in Santa Maria 

de Nieva. At an early morning breakfast in La Casa Verde, 

Chunga, Anselmo, Selvatica, and others are telling stories 

of the past. Selvatica is awaiting Josefino who will take 

her home. Through a series of complicated flashbacks one 

discovers the story of Bonifacia's ruination, resulting 

in her change of personality and her change of name. 

In summation, one must remember that all five 

stories, the action, and the characters are intricately 
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interrelated and interdependent. Although the main 

storylines are temporally brief, the ensemble of flash

backs extends the scope of the novel to well over forty 

years of events. It takes all five stories to complete 

the author's subject, a portrait of Peruvian life in the 

early Twentieth Century. It is in this context, the 

stories augmented by flashbacks, that the ensemble of 

events produces the overall plot of L̂a Casa Verde. 

The overall plot reveals the greater story, that 

of Peru amidst social conflict. It is feasible, however, 

to perceive the five stories as individual plots, them

selves separate, equal, and totally resolved. Posing 

these two possible perceptions of plot, one has ambiguity 

of plot based on intellectual uncertainty. 

In traditional Nineteenth Century realistic and 

naturalistic novels, the technique of withholding informa

tion to create instability in a linear plot was used to 

produce a sort of ambiguity based on doubt, leaving inter

rogatory thoughts in the reader's mind. A surprise 

element in the climax or in the denouement eventually re

solved the doubt. Vargas Llosa has used the same technique 

and has expanded it. Not only does he simply withhold 

information in five separate stories, but he also frag

ments them. The major fragments can be called scenes, but 

even the scenes have been internally fragmented by hundreds 
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of brief flashbacks. 

So far, the five stories that relate events in 

the lives of individual Peruvians have been discussed. 

12î ,̂®_is an^additional introductory scene in each of the 

first four divisions of the novel. They have not yet 

been included in the discussion. These scenes are more 

descriptive than conflictive. They furnish the reader 

with information about the attitudes and roles of Peru

vian social classes and institutions. The introductory 

scenes contain no storyline, but they do contribute 

complementary information to the five stories already 

discussed, making them a functional link in the sequence 

of events that develop overall plot. The introductory 

scene of the first section portrays the attitudes and 

power of the Catholic Church. In the second section, 

the first scene exposes the politicians and the wealthy, 

their loyalties and their business practices. Section 

three, scene one, is a picture of the military establish

ment. Section four describes an outlaw and his quest for 

survival in Peruvian society. Ambiguity can be found in 

the dual functions of these four scenes: they are rather 

static descriptions in themselves, but they are dynamic 

links for the five basic stories. The fact that they are 

both static and dynamic poses a contradiction which makes 

them an ambiguous aspect of plot. 
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All stories in La_ Casa Verde begin "in medias 

res," a traditional technique which effectively leads to 

ambiguities in plot. Exposition, conflict, complication, 

climax, and denouement are more difficult to locate in 

this novel, due to the multiple ambiguities created by 

fragmentation of action. In effect, these elements seem 

to be presented simultaneously and definitely out of 

temporal order. After a complete and careful reading, 

however, one does grasp these notions of plot structure, 

and to some extent the ambiguity is resolved when all the 

pieces of the puzzle are present. 

Time can have its impact in all the points of 

literary analysis. In the overall plot, the basic plots, 

and the subplots of La. Casa Verde, time is ambiguous be

cause it is vague. The only indications of time are 

suggested by occurrence of events and by general age 

references to characters. Time has been subordinated to 

action. 

Most of the "laws of plot" established by the 

masters of centuries past are adhered to by Vargas Llosa 

in this novel. Only the appt^oach deviates from establish

ed principles. All the stories are credible. There are 

only rare episodes of humor in a web of true human drama 

enhanced by suspense and surprise. Will .Fushia survive 

his mysterious illness? He is left to rot away in a leper 
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colony. Will Anselmcdie in disgrace? After a sudden, 

unexpected death he is given the homage of a saint. Will 

Selvatica escape from the slavery of prostitution and her 

bondage to Josefino? She continues to practice her pro

fession with resignation. Will the Inconquistables re

main unconquered? They are humiliated and shamed by 

Selvatica. What will happen to Reategui and his allies? 

He, as do his allies, continues to control and manipu

late people in relative security. While the element of 

suspense builds from the first page of La Casa Verde, it 

is in the denouements of the Epilogue that it is re

solved with a slight element of surprise. 

In spite of all the ambiguities of plot presenta

tion, Vargas Llosa uses plot as the major essential 

unifying force in his novel. The subject matter of all 

scenes is foreshadowed in previous scenes, providing the 

mortar to unite the fragments of plot. The author uses 

plot to express his own supra-vision of Peruvian society. 

Characterization is inseparable from plot and 

setting. The overall plot of La. Casa Verde is dependent 

upon the basic stories which literally tell the lives of 

the characters, and since setting will be the next matter 

of discussion, one will shortly perceive this soldered 

relationship. It is appropriate to begin the study of 

characterization with specific individuals and proceed 
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to the more general aspects of it. 

I}.-̂ -̂ ^̂ 3̂-is "the first major character to be pre-Bo 

Rented at length, ̂ nd she is one of the last to be men-

tioned at the conclusion of the novel. Her major period 

of conflict was discussed in the analysis of plot: she 

was a young adult being scolded for the irresponsible 

act of helping some Indian children escape from the 

convent. It is within this context that the author first 

reveals her as a key personality of ambiguity. Boni

facia 's ambiguity has from the outset been divided into 

two categories: attitude^s_ and physical appearance. :;ote 

this passage: "El velo oscuro que enmarcaba su rostro y 

la penumbra del despacho acentuaban la ambigiiedad de su 

expresi5n, entre huraha e indolente, y sus ojos grandes 

miraban fijamente el escritorio: a veces, la llam,a del 

mechero agitada por la brisa que venia de la huerta, 

descubria su color verde , su suave centelleo." i "^'^ J 

The reader learns that Bonifacia has been extract

ed from a savage jungle existence and educated in the 

mission at Santa Maria de Nieva, supposedly assuming a 

reasonably civilized position in Peruvian society. Her 

acceptance of this position, however, is ambiguous. In 

the office of the Mother Superior, while being scolded 

severely, she seems to show resentment for the nuns to 

whom she should owe so much. She repeatedly addresses 
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the Mother Superior as "mamita. ""'"•'" Is the term "mamita" 

an innocent expression of endearment, or is it a subtle 

expression of resentment? The reader is unable to evalu

ate conclusively Bonifacia's intentions, but his suspicions 

are reinforced by a statement made by the Mother Superior: 

"Todo me lo dices con un tonito de burla y una mirada 

picara que me dan ganas de azotarte." 'i ,) 

Bonifacia is not at peace with her own conscience. 

After all, she is an Aguaruna Indian, and she is sympa

thetic to this aspect of her mentality; she had in effect 

demonstrated that sympathy when she helped the pitiful 

Indian girls escape from the convent. She begs to be per-

mitted to stay at the convent because she does not want to 

return to her pagan existence. She is bicultural, and 

her internal conflicts are totally misunderstood: "Donde 

voy a ir, Madre, no quiero ser otra vez pagana." o T 

When the author refers to Bonifacia's large, spark

ling, green eyes, he is referring to the physical expres

sion of her ambiguity. When Julio Reategui found her 

clinging to the leg of her chieftain father, Jum, in the 

"3'ungle village of Urakusa, the child had piercing, wisdom-

laden eyes that caused him to take her back to the mission 

at Santa Maria de Nieva. The eye motif is further develop

ed when Lituma, her future husband, is primarily attracted 

to her for her exotic, ambiguous, green eyes. Perhaps her 
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eyes reflect the vitality of her jungle existence. Green 

is also a symbol open to many interpretations. 

Shortly after Bonifacia's expulsion from the con-

vent, while living with Lalita and^drian Nieves, she 

falls in love, true love, with the Sargento (Lituma). She 

marries him and then states her affection for him to 

Adrian: ". . . he de ser buena mujer." ••' Rfter she moves 

to Piura with her husband she succumbs to the overtures of 

Josefino, Lituma's friend: this is animal instinct. 

These are certainly ambiguous feelings, because they are 

contrastive and seemingly incompatible. 

Josefino succeeds in ruining her reputation and 

spreads her fame in her husband's absence. He coins the 

name Selvatica for Bonifacia, and she eventually becomes 

a prostitute in La Casa Verde. When her husband returns 

from Lima she still feels the tenderness and love of a 

"decent" woman; but these are her last ambiguous feelings, 

since Lituma rejects her as a common whore, and she is 

forced to accept her lot in life. Her two names, Boni-

facia and Selvatica, are symbols of her psychological 

ambiguity. The contradictory nature of her two names is 

that she is both good and bad. 

'Fushia^, was in a similar situation to that of 

Bonifacia. He was a tri-cultural social reject. He was 

of Japanese origin; he grew up in Campo Grande, Brazil; 
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ĵTe___lived the last years of-his life in Peru. His story, 

like Bonifacia's, is one of social degradation. In his 

progressively^more difficult struggle for social survi

val, the nature of Fushia's character is discovered. 

Fushia's basic conflict is exposed in this narrative 

passage. 

El habia estado en la escuela y por eso el 
turco le dio un trabajito en su almacen. Le 
llevaba las cuentas, Aquilino, en unos librotes 
que se llaman el Debe y el Haber. Y aunque 
era honrado entonces, ya sonaba con hacerse 
rico. Como ahorraba, viejo, solo comia una vez 
al dia, nada de cigarrillos, nada de trago. 
Queria un capitalito para hacer negocios. Y 
asi son las cosas, al turco se le metio en la 
cabeza que el le robaba, pura mentira, y lo hizo 
llevar preso. Nadie quiso creerle que era 
honrado y lo metieron a un calabozo con dos -, j. / ^ •^ 

bandidos. cNo era la cosa mas injusta, viejo? ( 

Fushia feels this way after many years of banditry. 

Miraculously, he still believes in justice even though he 

no longer participates in the mainstream of society. 

Such an attitude can be perceived as ambiguous. How can 

a thief believe in justice? To complicate further his 

attitude, as a bandit and social_reiect, Fushia ^s still 

capable of being a traitor to anyone, if it be to his 

benefit. 

Further ambiguous feelings are revealed in the same 

scene in Fushia's conversation with Aquilino. He feels 

that he is neither Brazilian nor Peruvian, and he rarely 

mentions his Japanese origins; but he obviously has three 
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sets of cultural values. Apparently he identifies with 

none of the three. His own confusion, and that of his 

social contacts, is the result of his inability to 

separate the three cultural contexts in any given situa

tion. When he first arrives in Iquitos, Peru, after his 

prison escape, his social regeneration is hampered be

cause his oriental attitudes are misunderstood. 

Fushia, like Bonifacia, goes through a transition 

period in his conflict of conscience. While he feels 

honest, he overtly practices dishonesty. The two atti

tudes are incompatible psychologically, and the result 

of this incompatibility is hatred: "--Siempre lleno de 

odios, Fushia --dijo Aquilino-- Te pasa algo y te pones 

a odiar a alguien. Dios te va a castigar por esto 

tambien. " j^ ] 

The only physical ambiguity in the characterization 

of Fushia is his illness. It is never stated that he has 

leprosy, but it is certainly progressively implied through

out the novel. The progression of the illness is develop

ed in many short flashbacks, and by the description of the 

symptoms, one gradually concludes that it is leprosy. 

This ambiguity is never definitively resolved. Since no 

exact references to the disease are made, it is an open-

ended ambiguity. 
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One final example of ambiguity is comparable to 

Bonifacia's change of name and personality. The name 

Fushia is equivocated with Tushia. This is possibly 

symbolic of the character's conflict between his oriental 

background and his western cultural adaptation. The name 

Tushia, his original name, represents his oriental heri

tage. The name Fushia is a western confusion of phono

logy. If, linguistically, the voiceless /t/ had become 

voiced /d/, it might have symbolized the character's 

social assertion; but it did not develop in that manner. 

The /t/ became /f/, another voiceless consonant, even 

weaker than the original sound: that is to say /t/ is a 

voiceless dental stop; /f/ is a voiceless labiodental 

fricative. This might symbolize his social decadence. 

Fushia mellows his attitudes in the face of death, 

even though he feels abandoned by society and God. He 

confirms his own sense of total rejection in the following 

dialog. 

--Me pesa que no siguieramos juntos, 
Aquilino --dijo Fushia--. Todo el viaje he 
pensado en eso. 

--No era negocio para ti --dijo Aquilino--. 
Tfi eras muy ambicioso, no te contentabas con 
las miserias que se ganan con esto. 

--Ya ves para que me ha servido la ambicion 
--dijo Fushia--. Para acabar mil veces peor que 
tu, que nunca tuviste ambiciones. 

--No te ayudo Dios, Fushia --dijo Aquilino--. 
Todas las cosas que pasan dependen de eso. 



--tY por que no me ayud5 a mi y a 
otros si? --dijo Fushia--. cPor que me 
frego a mi y ayudo a Reategui por ejemplo? 

--Preguntaselo cuando te mueras --dijo -, ̂  
Aquilino--. Como quieres que yo sepa, Fushia. _ ' / 

Upon continuing the study of ambiguity in charac

terization in La_ Casa Verde, one is not surprised to dis

cover thatJAnselmo. is the most enigmatic of all the 

characters. "Una calurosa madrugada de diciembre arribo 

a Piura un hombre. En una mula que se arrastraba penosa-

mente, surgio de improvise entre las dunas del Sur: una 

silueta con sombrero de alas anchas, envuelta en un 

1 8 
poncho ligero." ̂r .-.̂  The image of a silhouette with a hat 

and a wrap is highly symbolic of Anselmo's ambiguous 

personality. The true Anselmo is always hidden in a 

shroud of unpredictable events. He is unpi^edictable to 

the people with whom he is associated. Anselmo is enigma

tic to the very end of the novel. He is personable, 

communicative, and benevolent to his fellow man, but he 

curses scandalously and looks lasciviously at the women 

of Piura. His constant laughter is unexplainable. He is 

friendly to strangers and liberal with his money. 

Anselmo remains mysterious in attitude and action. 

When he was spied in the sand dunes near Piura, alone, 

playing and laughing like a child, Piura questioned: 

". . . ino se habra vuelto loco don Anselmo?" Following 

the incident, "Una incontenible necesidad de bromear lo 
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poseia; su boca expulsaba, una tras otra, historias de 

doble sentido que Jacinto, el mozo de 'La Estrella del 

Norte' celebraba torciendose de risa. Y las carcajadas 

de don Anselmo retumbaban en la Plaza. La noticia .de au 

excursion nocturna habia circulado ya por todas partes y 

los piuranos lo acosaban a preguntas: el respondia con 

burlas y dichos ambiguos." /-Later, when Anselmo bought 

a plot of land in the dunes on the outskirts of the city, 

the people tried to persuade him not to do such an unwise 

thing. "Pero don Anselmo desdenaba todos los consejos y 

replicaba con frases que parecian enigmas." ^ His actions 

and attitudes were inexplicable. They are ambiguous .̂  

When it becomes apparent that Anselmo is construct

ing the town's first brothel, he becomes an open contro

versy. The death of his secret love, Antonia, in La Casa 

Verde provokes a riot which ends in the burning of the 

house. Anselmo, grieved by Antonia's death and the de

struction of La Casa Verde, becomes sad and embittered. 

He becomes an aimless tramp who ultimately is salvaged by 

his Mangache friends. 

Anselmo grows old in Mangacheria, where he learns 

to play^he.harp and is known affectionately as "el viejo 

arpista." When he meets Alejandro and Bolas, two young 

musicians who become protective of him, Anselmo seems to 

change his life style. He becomes an "hombre oulce" and 
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"parecia ordenarse." The two names don Anselmo and "el 

viejo arpista" seem to be symbolic of the two phases of 

his life: social acceptance and social rejection. 

From the time of the burning of La Casa Verde to 

the end of Anselmo's life (about thirty years), he main

tains an ambiguous hate-love relationship with Padre 

Garcia, the priest who led the riot years before. Finally, 

in the Epilogue, new ambiguity is raised but never re

solved: Anselmo is originally from the jungle area like 

Selvatica, information skillfully withheld until this 

moment. It is with this new ambiguity that an old one is 

resolved. Anselmo's predilection for the color green 

stems from his love for his jungle homeland. Green means 

life, a psychological association with vegetation: thus, 

a green harp and La Casa Verde. One is reminded of the 

vitality of Bonifacia's ambiguous green eyes. 

The novel is filled with other ambiguities in 

characterization, but no characters are so thoroughly 

developed as the three just discussed: Bonifacia, Fushia, 

and Anselmo. There are two minor cases that merit brief 

attention: Lituma and Antonia. Lituma and the Sargento 

are the same person, but the reader does not realize that 
fact until very late in the development of plot. Lituma 

is an active force in the novel. Antonia, on the othjer . 

hand, is a passive, but supportive character. Her 
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influence on Anselmo is more important than her partici

pation in the action. As a baby, Antonia was found on 

the Quirogas' doorstep. A year or so later, she survived 

a desert massacre by bandits, but her eyes were pecked 

out by buzzards. She was blind the rest of her life. 

Piura loved and protected her. She was gentle and mysteri

ously silent. So many unanswered questions about her 

origins and her personality constitute her principal 

ambiguity. As an active character, Antonia was aborted 

by an early death, but her influence was felt after her 

death. 

The four principal characters have double names: 

Bonifacia-Selvatica, Tushia-Fushia, Anselmo-arpista, 

Lituma-Sargento. This is symbolic of their ambiguous 

characterization and an outward indication of different 

phases of their lives. In the atemporal sequence of 

scenes and flashbacks the reader is at first led to be

lieve that they are eight separate figures. These four 

characters pass through a crisis of identity, at which 

time the double names represent the confusion in their 

own minds. 

None of these characters is completely passive in 

his particular conflict with society. The struggles are 

dynamic, but all lead to social defeat or total rejection, 

which is a form of living death. It is in this sense that 
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these characters are active in the creation of plot, and 

they sustain the essential cause and effect elements of 

plot. " . . . the characters are often shadowy figures 

of questionable identity whose visions and ambiguous be

havior remain illusory from beginning to end. By con

trast, the tenacious reader of Vargas Llosa's novels 

gradually unravels tangled skeins of events to discover 

lucid, ingeniously devised plots with protagonists who 

acquire, through their actions and their contact with 

reality, the psychological depth of complex, flesh-and-

blood individuals very much a part of their environ-

^ „23 
ment." 

Let us now consider the non-human elements of 

characterization: Piura and La Casa Verde. Piura is 

first presented from conflicting viewpoints. Piuranos 

defend their life style, but strangers abhor it. 

Los forasteros se equivocan cuando dicen "las 
casas de la cuidad estan a punto de caer": los 
crujidos nocturnes no provienen de las cons-
trucciones, que son antiguas pero recias, sino 
de los invisibles, incontables proyectiles 
minuscules de arena al estrellarse contra las 
puertas y las ventanas. Se equivocan, tambien, 
cuando piensan: "Piura es una ciudad hurana, 
triste". La gente se recluye en el hogar a la 
caida de la tarde para librarse del viento 
sofocante y de la acometida de la arena que 
lastima la piel come una punzada de arujas y la 
enrojece y llaga, pero en las rancherias de 
Castilla, en las chezas de barro y cana brava de 
la Mangacheria, en las picanterias y chicherias 
de la Gallinacera, en las residencias de princi-
pales de Malecon y la Plaza de Armas, se divierte 
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como la gente de cualquier etro lugar, 
bebiendo, eyendo musica, charlando. El 
aspecto abandonado y melancolico de la 
ciudad desaparece en el umbral de sus casas, 
incluso las mas humildes, esas fragiles 
viviendas levantadas en hilera a las î, 
margenes del n o , al etro lade del Camal. 

Seeing Piura from these conflicting viewpoints, 

citizens versus strangers, is further complicated by 

internal divisions among the citizens. There is a fanatic 

religious faction led by Padre Garcia, feeding the flames 

of conflict between morality and immorality. The poli

ticians and the wealthy men agree with both sides of the 

question, because it is to their advantage. The poor 

hate the rich. The Mangaches hate the Gallinaceros. 

Piura, as a character, suffers an identity crisis as it 

changes from a small desert town to a modern busy city. 

This transition period coincides with Anselmo's resi

dence of over thirty years in Piura. The progress of 

Piura is observed by the silent eyes of the aged Anselmo 

in the following passage. 

Solo anos despues comenzo a aventurarse el 
arpista fuera de los limites de la Mangacheria. 
Las calles de la ciudad crecian, se transforma-
ban, se endurecian con adoquines y veredas 
altas, se engalanaban con casas flamantes y se 
volvian ruidosas, los chiquillos correteaban 
tras los autemoviles. Habia bares, heteles y 
rostros forasteros, una nueva carretera a 
Chiclayo y un ferrocarril de rieles lustrosos 
unia Piura y Paita pasando por Sullana. Todo 
cambiaba, tambien los piuranos. Ya no se los 
veia per las calles con betas y pantalones de 
montar, sine con ternos y hasta corbatas y las 
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mujeres, que habian renunciado a las faldas 
oscuras hasta los tobillos, se vestian de 
colores claros, ya no iban escoltadas de 
criadas y ocultas en velos y mantones, sino 
solas, el rostro al aire, los cabellos 
sueltos. Cada vez habia mas calles, casas 
mas altas, la ciudad se dilataba y retrocedia 
el desierte. La Gallinacera desaparecio y en 
su lugar surgio un barrio de principales. 
Las chezas apinadas detras del Camal ardieron 
una madrugada; llegaron municipales, policias, 
el Alcalde y el Prefecto al frente, y con 
camienes y pales sacaren a todo el mundo y al 
dia siguiente comenzaron a trazar calles 
rectas, manzanas, a construir casas de dos 
pises y al poco tiempo nadie hubiera imaginado 
que en ese aseado rincon residencial habitade 
por blancos habian vivide peones. Tambien 
Castilla crecio, se convirtio en una pequeaa 
ciudad. Pavimentaren las calles, llego el 
cine, se abrieron colegies, avenidas y los 
viejos se sentian transportados a etro mundo, 
pretestaban incomodidades, indecencias, atro-
pelles .25 ^ "7 

La Casa Verde itself plays a key role in the 

development and modernization of Piura. Strangers ana 

visitors to the town were responsible for the establish

ment of the brothel. "Tanto deseaban mujer y diversion 

nocturna estos ingratos, que al fin el ciele ("el diablo, 

el maldito cachude", dice el Padre Garcia) acabo por 

darles gusto. Y asi fue que apareci55 bulliciosa, y 

frivola, nocturna, la Casa Verde." -^ ' 

Anselmo was the stranger responsible for the in

ception of La Casa Verde. 

Cuando la gente dejaba de hablar de aquella 
excursion, sobrevino una noticia mas ser-
prendente. Don Anselmo habia cemprado a la 
Municipalidad un terrene situado al etro lade 
del Viejo Puente, mas alia de los iiltimos 
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ranches de Castilla, en pleno arenal, por 
alii donde el lanchero lo habia visto esa 
madrugada brincando. No era extraho que el 
forastero, si habia decidido radicarse en 
Piura, quisiera construirse una casa. Pero 
|en el desierte! La arena devoraria aquella 
mansion en poco tiempo, se la tragaria como a 
los viejos arboles podridos o a los gallinazos 
muertos. El arenal es inestable, blanduzco. 
Los medanos cambian de paradero cada noche, el 
viento los crea, aniquila y moviliza a su 
capricho, los disminuye y los agranda. Aparecen 
amenazantes y multiples, cercan a Piura como una 
muralla, blanca al ama.necer, reja en el crepu-
scule,_parda en las noches, y al dia siguiente 
han huide y se los ve, disperses, lejanes, come 
una rala erupcion en la piel del desierte. En 
los atardeceres, don Anselmo se hallaria incomuni-
cade y a merced del polvo. Efusives, numeroses, 
los vecinos trataron de impedir esa locura, 
abundaron en argumentes para disuadirlo. Que 
adquiriera un terrene en la ciudad, que no fuera 
terce. Pero don Anselmo desdenaba todos los 
consejos y replicaba con frases que parecian 
enigmas .27 ̂,_ 

There was mystery surrounding the construction of 

La Casa Verde. Anselmo built it in the sand dunes, paint

ed it green, ordered excessive numbers of tables, chairs, 

and beds; then he disappeared for a few weeks and returned 

with four new residents for the house, four women. At 

this point, Piura realized what Anselmo had done, and the 

long controversy over La Casa Verde began. Both Anselmo 

and the house were openly condemned, but secretly admired. 

In effect. La Casa Verde provoked the proverbial conflict 

of society's ambiguous "double standard." 

Los centornos de la Casa Verde estaban 
siempre animados por multitud de vages , 
mendiges, vendedores de baratijas y fruteras 
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que asediaban a los clientes que llegaban 
y salian. Los nines de la ciudad escapa-
ban de sus casas en la noche y, disimulados 
tras los matorrales, espiaban a los visitan-
tes y escuchaban la musica, las carcajadas. 
Algunos, arahandose manes y piernas, escalaban 
el mure y ejeaban codiciesamente el interior. 
Un dia (que era fiesta de guardar), el Padre 
Garcia se planto en el arenal, a pecos metres 
de la Casa Verde y, uno por uno, acemetia a 
los yisitantes y los exhortaba a retornar a 
la ciudady arrepentirse. Pero ellos inventa-
ban excusas: una cita de negocios, una pena 
que hay que ahogar porque si no envenena el 
alma, una apuesta que compromete el honor. 
Algunos se burlaban e invitaban al Padre 
Garcia a acompaharlos y hubo quien se ofendio 
y saco pistola. 

Nuevos mites surgieron en Piura sobre don 
Anselmo. Para algunos, hacia viajes secretes 
a Lima, donde guardaba el dinero acumulade y 
adquiria propiedades. Para otros, era el 
simple escaparate de una empresa que contaba 
entre sus miembros al Prefecto, el Alcalde y 
hacendados. En la fantasia popular, el pasade 
de don Anselmo se enriquecia, a diarie se 
ahadian a su vida heches sublimes o sangrientes. 
Viejos mangaches aseguraban identificar en el 
a un adolescente que anos atras perpetro 
atracos en el barrio y otros afirmaban: "es 
un presidiario deserter, un antiguo mentonero, 
un politico en degracia". Solo el Padre 
Garcia se atrevia a decir: "su cuerpe huele 
a azufre".2 8 ( Q 1 - 0 3 

La Casa Verde was burned to the ground, only te be 

rebuilt years later by Anselmo's daughter Chunga. It was 

a necessary evil in the lives of Piuranos, being the ini

tial step in the modernization and de-fanatizatien of the 

town. While the house represented the ultimate in human 

moral decadence, it also represented progress and the 

liberation of the human spirit from simple dogma. Two 
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such incompatible concepts can be explained only by 

ambiguity. 

In plot analysis, the static descriptive scenes 

depicting Peruvian religious institutions, political 

machinery, and business practices of the wealthy land

owners were mentioned. These factions control society 

so firmly that their traditional roles are predictable, 

so they present relatively little conflict. These char

acters are ambiguous only in their secrecy and their use 

of the double standard principle. If they preach honesty 

and morality, but practice dishonesty and immorality in 

secret, they have an edge over the people they control 

and manipulate. 

There is geographical diversity in the settings of 

La Casa Verde. The two basic settings are contrastive. 

Much of the action occurs in the town of Santa Maria de 

Nieva in the jungle regions of northeastern Peru. Most 

of the other scenes occur in the desert town of Piura in 

northwestern Peru. There are temporary settings (in 

flashbacks) in Iquitos, San Pablo, and Lima; there are 

scenes in jungle villages; and there are scenes in Campo 

Grande, Brazil. There are several unidentified locations 

in the jungles and on the rivers throughout the Amazon 

River region. There is at least mention of the mountain 

and coastal regions of Peru. 
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The functions of geographical setting are signifi

cant. As a protagonist , setting perpetuates the theme 

of civilization versus barbarity in Spanish-American 

literature. The primitive jungle area is considered in

ferior te the semi-civilized city life of Piura, influ

enced by Lima. Santa Maria de Nieva is paralyzed and 

non-progressive. Piura becomes progressive and dynamic. 

"Bonifacia, una de las pupilas del convento, sera 

29 
enclave de civilizacion y barbaric: . . . " 

The deterministic theory of Nineteenth Century 

naturalism is also perpetuated in Îa Casa Verde. The 

overwhelming dominance of the milieu conquers individuals 

and prevents them from asserting themselves totally. In 

the jungle areas man is unable to dominate disease, heat, 

transportation, and communication, which tend to make 

him complacent and indifferent to the "finer things of 

life," but violent in his struggle for survival. In the 

desert the people are as mentally bland as the desert is 

dry, and the struggle for existence tends to sublimate 

the potential violence. Life is abundant in the jungle, 

but sparse in the desert. Overt violence is barbarity; 

sublimity of violence is civilization, which triumphs in 

the end. 

Civilization does not triumph as clearly in La 

Casa Verde as it does in Dona Barbara. Therein lies the 
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ambiguity of its message. Civilization seems to be as 

corrupt as barbarity. 

There are a few ambiguities in the impreciseness 

of geographical situation in La Casa Verde. Some 

jungle scenes are never clearly defined. Some river 

scenes are vague, e.g., the various stages of Fusi.ia's 

trip from his island hideaway te San Pablo. 

Setting is further discernible in observance of 

customs and activities of the characters. Iquitos 

was at the apogee of its marketing of rubber. "Aprismo" 

was a topic of the day. These two facts alone would 

situate the plot in the first half of the Twentieth Cen

tury. The modernization of Piura reaffirms this assump

tion. 

All ether references to time in setting are vague. 

Anselmo arrived in Piura one warm December morning; the 

characters are either old or young; it is either night 

or day. The vague references to time, then, complement 

the ambiguity of plot. The dominant element of setting 

in L_a Casa Verde is place, and time has no hold on the 

characters. 

The narrative aspect of L-a Casa Verde is objective. 

The author is removed and does not intrude by offering 

his opinion. His narration is predominantly external 

and descriptive. To a large extent, he allows the 
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characters to tell their own stories through dialog. 

The characters themselves never assume the role of 

narrator. The author then is not omniscient since he 

makes no attempt te delve into the minds of the char

acters. He relates only what can be seen and heard 

about the characters. 

Numerous dialogs shew character points of view. 
Ik 

In dialog,.. Fushia' reveals his own attitudes and com

ments en other characters. The reader sees Fushia 

through the eyes of Aquiline who is loyal and sympathetic, 

through Reategui who wants te destroy him, through Lalita 

who loves him, and through ethers. These multiple view

points, conflicting and diverse, refer to one person. 

This technique of the author is extended to many char

acters, all commenting on each other, thus filling the 

novel with conflicting points of view: this constitutes 

a major aspect of ambiguous point of view in L̂a Casa 

Verde. The protagonists' points of view intensify the 

action of the plot. 

It is the tendency of the reader to identify with 

either a character or the narrator. La Casa Verde offers 

ample opportunity for identification with characters and 

social classes. The large number of choices obliges 

the reader te be aggressive and get involved. However, 

if the reader can truly accept all the multiple viewpoints 
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objectively, he is identifying with the author, and has 

reconciled the different conflicting viewpoints as 

nothing more than colors in a painting. A few ambigui

ties can arise due to reader perception. 

Vargas Llosa's style is fragmented, as are other 

aspects of his novel. There are changes in style from 

scene to scene, and even within a given scene. These 

changes are functional in the novel's unity. The author's 

simplest aspects of style are rather traditional, tending 

toward clarity. Consider this brief passage, from the 

second scene of the novel: "Sono un portaze, la Superiora 

levanto el rostro del escritorio, la Madre Angelica 

irrumpio como una tromba en el despacho, sus manes 

. 30 -, -
lividas cayeron sobre el espaldar de una silla." Z. 

The intensity of this one sentence is due te 

several factors. There is a rapid succession of short 

clauses and phrases, complicated by four changes of sub

ject. The use of commas instead of periods to separate 

the clauses and phrases maintains a rapid pace in the 

narration. Aggressive active voice verbs combined with 

denotative nouns, adjectives, and definite articles give 

a sense of urgency and gravity te the situation in the 

narration. The intensity of the narration coincides with 

the excitement felt by Madre Angelica. There is only one 

simple simile "como una tromba," which dees not disturb 
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the denotative quality of the passage, se the reader 

readily grasps the meaning of the narration. 

Mother Angelica explains te the Mother Superior 

that some children interns have escaped, and she takes 

the Mother Superior to the patio door leading to the 

jungle outside the mission. "La Madre Superiora alzo 

la lamparilla y se incline: la maleza era una sombra 

uniforme anegada de insectos. Apoyo su mane en la puerta 

entreabierta y se volvio hacia las madres. Los habitos 

habian desaparecido en la noche, pero los velos blancos 

31 y 
resplandecian como plumajes de garzas." '^ 

In these three short sentences, the clauses and 

phrases are longer, tending to relax the pace of the 

narration, coinciding with the rational and calm attitude 

of the Mother Superior in dealing with the situation at 

hand. There are ether aspects of this passage which 

indicate a change of pace: a mixture of the preterit and 

imperfect tenses, and a reduction in the number of sub

ject changes per sentence. The imperfect tense has the 

effect of slowing the pace by giving involved concepts of 

action. There is one metaphor "la maleza era una sombra 

uniforme anegada de insectos," and there is one simile 

"como plumajes de garzas." 

The previous two passages give a satisfactory view 

of Vargas Llosa's utilization of traditional techniques 
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of narration, producing a style of predominantly deno

tative quality, but his ability to write connotatively 

is mere clearly illustrated in the following descrip

tion of Piura. This, too, conforms to tradition. 

AL CRUZAR la region de los medanos, el viento 
que baja de la Cordillera se caldea y endurece: 
armade de arena, sigue el curse del rio y 
cuando llega a la ciudad se divisa entre el cielo 
y la tierra come una deslumbrante coraza. Alii 
vacia sus entrahas: todos los dias del aho, a la 
hora del crepiisculo, una lluvia seca y fina como 
polvillo de madera, que solo cesa al alba, cae 
sobre las plazas, los tejados, las torres, los 
campanarios, los balcones y los arboles, y 
pavimenta de bianco las calles de Piura.3 2 > i 

These two long sentences, narrated in the present 

tense, are impregnated with imagery. The personification 

of wind and sand cannot be taken literally, so it must be 

interpreted figuratively. The simile "como polvillo de 

madera" accentuates this imagery. The long sentences 

convey that Piura is a lazy little town, while the pre

sent tense narration implies that the activities of Piura 

are habitual and unchanging. The wind and sand connote 

boredom and discomfort. The reader perceives sand rolling 

into the town and settling on it. The author never states 

that Piura is a desert town, but the reader knows it: 

it is connoted. Predominance of nouns and adjectives make 

the passage mere descriptive than action-laden. When the 

sand falls over "las plazas, los tejados, las torres, los 

campanarios, los balcones y los arboles," the reader is 
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indirectly being given a physical description of a 

typical Peruvian provincial town: each object connotes 

a deeper spiritual description of Piurano life. The 

connetative imagery stimulates the reader's mind through 

a mild form of ambiguity. 

Another aspect of Vargas Llosa's style departs 

radically from tradition. Clarity is not paramount. 

This characteristic of style can be observed in the 

following passage where Fushia and Lalita are sneaking 

away in the middle of the night from the village of 

Uchamala. Julio Reategui had foolishly bought Lalita from 

Fushia, and, after receiving the money, the couple steals 

away. 

Y AL ANOCHECER ella escape come el le dijo, 
bajo el barranco y Fushia per que te demoraste 
tanto, rapido, a la lanchita. Se alejaron de 
Uchamala con el meter apagado, casi a oscuras, 
y el todo el tiempo ino te habran visto, Lalita?, 
pebre de ti si te vieron, me estoy jugande el 
pescueze, no se por que le hago y ella, que iba 
de puntero, cuidade, un remelino, y a la izquierda 
rocas. Por fin se refugiaron en una playa, 
escendieron la lancha, se tumbaron en la arena. 
Y el estoy celese, Lalita, no me cuentes del perro 
de Reategui, pero necesitaba una lancha y comida, 
nos esperan dias amargos pero ya veras, saldre 
adelante y ella saldras, yo te ayudare, Fushia. 
Y el hablaba de la frontera, todos andaran 
diciendo se fue al Brasil, se cansaran de buscarme, 
Lalita, a quien se le va a ecurrir que me vine de 
este lade, si pasames al Ecuador no hay problema. 
Y de repente desnudate, Lalita, y ella me han de 
picar las hormigas, Fushia, y el aunque sea. 33 .' 

The narrator begins in the third person singular, 

preterit tense: "Y AL ANOCHECER ella escapo como el le 
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dijo, bajo el barranco y Fushia," and without normal 

punctuation or appropriate transitional words, he quotes 

Fushia's exact words to Lalita, "per que te demoraste 

tanto, rapido, a la lanchita." In this one sentence, 

one has the indirect retrospective account of the narrator 

combined with the direct present tense account of Fushia 

(implied even though Fushia says "demoraste"). Fushia's 

words constitute a momentary flashback in the narration. 

The next sentence returns te the narrator's third person 

preterit tense account: "Se alejaron de Uchamala con el 

motor apagado, casi a oscuras, y el todo el tiempo," and 

again, without sufficient punctuation or transitional 

words, Fushia speaks, "i,no te habran visto, Lalita?, pebre 

de ti si te vieron, me estoy jugande el pescueze, no se 

per que le hago," then the narrator intrudes, "y ella," 

at which time the indirect comment "que iba de puntero" 

is not clearly defined, since it could be included in 

the narrator's account, or it could be an indirect com

ment of Lalita, or it could be merely a thought of either 

of them. The sentence continues with the exact words of 

Lalita to Fushia, themselves a digression in the narra

tion, "cuidade, un remelino," while "y la izquierda 

rocas" could again be the narrator or Lalita by subtle 

implication. 

Se far, "que iba de puntero" and "y a la izquierda 
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rocas" are examples of Empson's fourth type of arr̂ .oiguity: 

"the alternative meanings combine to make clear a compli

cated state of mind in the author" (see p. 5). 

In the quoted passage, the next sentence is a con

tinuation of the narrator's third period preterit: "Por 

fin se refugiaron en una playa, escendieron la lancha, 

se tumbaron en la arena." Then the narrator intrudes 

with "Y el"; Fushia says, "estoy celese, Lalita, no me 

cuentes del perro de Reategui"; but "pero necesitaba una 

lancha y comida," because of the indefinite subject of the 

verb "necesitaba," could be either the narrator or Fushia. 

This is Empson's fourth type ambiguity again. In the next 

phrase, "nos esperan dias amargos pero y veras, saldre 

adelante" are Fushia's words to Lalita. Lalita responds 

with "saldras, yo te ayudare, Fushia." The following 

statement can be grouped two ways: "Y el hablaba de la 

frontera" would be the narrator; or "Y el," the narrator, 

and "hablaba de la frontera," Fushia. "Y de repente" is 

the narrator; "desnudate, Lalita," is Fushia; "y ella" 

is the narrator; "me han de picar las hormigas, Fushia" 

is Lalita, "y '^1" is the narrator; and finally "aunque 

sea" is Fushia. 

The exact words of the characters have an ambiguous 

function in this and similar passages. While they repre

sent direct dialog, they also serve the purpose of 
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narration: after all, the author incorporates them into 

the narration without outward signs of direct dialog, 

e.g., quotation marks (dashes in Spanish). The primary 

function of exact words here is to be part of the 

narration. The secondary function is to provide flash

backs, but the author obviously does not want them 

separate from narration; hence, the ambiguity. 

Critic George R. McMurray calls merged narration 

"interior monologues" and offers additional insight to 

this element of ambiguous style in La Casa Verde. 

Of these techniques the most subjective and 
difficult to comprehend is the interior mono
logue. Here, according to phenomenological 
and existentialist theory, the temporal con
cepts of past, present, and future are replaced 
by memory, imagination, and anticipation, which 
come into play, blending the past and the future 
into the ever-fluid present, at the moment when 
the mind registers visual perception. The 
psyche then suspends superficial reality, bracket
ing out all rational connections with time and 
space, and thus attains the pure stream of con
sciousness, that dynamic process by which unities 
of meaning are grasped prior to being expressed 
in linguistic form.34 

There are three distinguishable divisions in this 

type of narrative: words of the narrator, words of the 

characters, and transitional words and phrases which can 

be either of the author or of the characters. The effec

tive merging of these elements constitutes a type of 

linguistic ambiguity, syntactical in nature. Normal junc

ture, perturbed by the lack of punctuation and by the 
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omission of transitional words, creates a doubt that is 

net always totally resolved in the mind of the reader. 

Te further complicate this style, Vargas Llosa often 

writes several pages, or an entire scene, with no para

graph indentation, although there may be numerous changes 

of topic. These stylistic excesses which lead to lack of 

clarity remind one of the cluttered style of baroque 

extremists such as Gongora. The clutter is not one of 

useless words, but of multiple ideas, at least in the 

case of Vargas Llosa. 

The strength of this merged, highly connetative 

style is economy of words and expanded meaning. The con

cept of economy yielding expansion is ambiguous for its 

seemingly contradictory nature. 

Vargas Llosa mixes and alternates narration of 

denotative quality, narration of connetative quality, 

and merged narration. There is a pertinent comparison of 

these elements of diction found in the field of musical 

composition. The clarity of a I, IV, V, I chordal pro

gression is comparable to the clarity of denotative 

literary style: it is predictable, clear, and harmonious. 

7 . . 
The progression I, IV, V , I is like a connetative passage 

7 
in literature: the slight dissonance of the V chord 

gives added strength te the harmonious resolution of the 

tonic triad. The contemporary trends of atonal music 
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admit tone clusters, the tendencies of which can be re

solved in preceding or succeeding harmonies. This 

latter aspect is especially comparable to the merged 

narration of La Casa Verde, the dominant feature of 

style. 

La Casa Verde is clearly divided into sections, 

but the sections have no traditional denominations such 

as "chapter," "scene," etc. The reader is allowed to 

call them what he pleases, thus freeing himself some

what from the confines of nomenclature. The vagueness 

of classification, the number of possible classifications, 

and the viability of all of them constitute an ambiguity 

of structure. The regularity of divisions and the 

alternating storylines are seen by some critics as a 

series of geometrical concentric circles with no loose 

ends . 

The smallest structural divisions are neither 

titled nor numbered, but their function resembles that 

of scenes in traditional terminology. Within these 

scenes there is further structural fragmentation in the 

arrangement of events and the use of stylistic techniques. 

In the following passage, lengthy of necessity, one can 

capture the most important and the most ambiguous aspects 

of structure. 
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--cYA NO QUIERES mas? --dijo Aquilino--. 
Tienes que alimentarte un poco, hombre, no 
puedes vivir del aire. 

--Me acuerdo de esa puta todo el tiempo 
--dijo Fushia--. Es tu culpa, Aquilino, hace 
dos noches que me la pase viendola y eyendola. 
Pero como era de muchacha, cuando la conoci. 

--cComo la conociste, Fushia? --dijo 
Aquilino--. cFue mucho despues que nos 
separamos? 

--Hace un aho, doctor Portillo, nius e 
menos --dijo la mujer--. Entonces viviamos en 
Belen y con la llena el agua se nos entraba a 
la casa. 

--Si, claro, sehora --dijo el doctor 
Portillo--. Pero hableme del japenes, iquiere? 

Justamente, el rio se habia salido, el 
barrio de Belen parecia un mar y el japenes 
pasaba todos los sabados frente a la casa, doctor 
Portillo. Y ella quien sera, y que rare que 
siendo tan bien vestide venga el mismo a embarcar 
su mercaderia y no tenga quien se ocupe. Esa 
habia side la mejor epoca, viejo. Comenzaba a 
ganar plata en Iquitos, trabajando para el perro 
de Reategui, y un dia una muchachita no podia 
cruzar la calle con el agua y el pago a un carga-
dor para que la cruzara y la madre salio a 
agradecerle: una alcahueta terrible, Aquilino. 

--Y siempre se paraba a conversar con 
nosotras, doctor Portillo --dijo la mujer--. 
Antes de ir al embarcadero, o despues, y todas 
las veces muy amable. 

--cYa sabia usted en que negocio andaba? 
--dijo el doctor Portillo. 

--Parecia muy decente y muy elegante a 
pesar de su raza --dijo la mujer--. Nos traia 
regalitos, doctor. Ropa, zapatos y una vez hasta 
un canario. 

--Para esa patacala de su hija, sehora 
--dijo Fushia--. Para que le despierte cantando. 

Se entendian a las mil maravillas, aunque 
sin darse por entendides, viejo; la alcahueta 
sabia le que el queria y el sabia que la 
alcahueta queria plata, y Aquilino iy la Lalita?, 
que decia ella de todo eso. 

--Ya tenia sus peles larguisimos --dijo 
Fushia--, Y entonces su cara era limpia, ni un 
granite siquiera. Que bonita era. Aquiline.35 
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This passage belongs te the plot sequence of the 

story of Fushia. The opening dialog between Aquilino 

and Fushia occurs on the boat trip to San Pablo. The 

subject of conversation is Fushia's first meeting with 

Lalita. The question is posed, "<LC6mo la conociste, 

Fushia?" Then with no narrative transition there is a 

flashback dialog between Lalita's mother and Dr. 

Portillo in Iquitos. Their conversation occurred many 

years previous to Fushia's beat trip with Aquilino. This 

is a cinematographic technique with no formal indication 

of change of time. Its unity te the first segment of 

conversation is the relationship between Fushia and 

Lalita. The next paragraph is narrative, and it is even 

farther into the past, indicated by the use of the past 

perfect tense. In the three segments mentioned to this 

point (A, B, and C), the progression from present to 

past to remote past is further complicated by merged 

narration, in which there are quick exchanges of ambig

uous dialog. 

Dialog A gees te Dialog B, and Narration C is a 

synthesis of the counterposed A and B. A third time 

element is introduced into Narration C. The play on 

time is continued throughout the passage and the scene. 

Dialog B returns, and a different segment of dialog (D) 

which represents still another point in time is 
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introduced: "--Para esa patacala de su hija, sehora 

--dijo Fushia--. Para que la despierte cantando." 

Narration C returns briefly, followed by a return of 

Dialog A. 

This passage is structurally dependent on frag

mented style and fragmented time; both qualities produce 

ambiguity based on doubt. Segments A, B, C, and D can 

be seen as alternating flashbacks, but the most effective 

and encompassing concept would be te see them as juxta

posed fragments, adding depth te an otherwise dull linear 

account of action. Multiple insights contributing to one 

overall account of a happening must be considered a 

structural ambiguity, but it can also be included in 

ambiguity of plot, style, and tone. 

Vargas Llosa liberally omits references te time 

throughout the novel. With no keys te points in time, 

other than action association, the structural divisions 

often lose their sense of relativity. They become ambig

uous until some future passage clarifies their relation

ship and establishes unity. Sara Blackburn, in a book 

review of Gregory Rabassa's translation of L^ Casa Verde 

(The Green House), comments en the author's use of time. 

She states that ". . . it is what Vargas Llosa has done 

with time that gives his novel originality and makes him 

mere than simply a neo-Faulkner. The novel takes place 
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in a single tense which successfully incorporates what 

happened in the past, and what might have happened then, 

3 fi 

into an immediate present." This is especially appar
ent in the juxtaposed dialogs. 

While internal elements of fragmented plot, style 

and structure tend to obscure the meaning of individual 

scenes in _La Casa Verde, the total picture is presented 

by the end of the novel. All the pieces of the puzzle 

are present in the reader's mind, and with a little effort 

they can be assembled to give coherence to all aspects of 

the novel. Sara C. Klaren also makes observations about 

the puzzle-like nature of La. Casa Verde. 

Time is chaotic, and events placed en such a 
structure--er seeming lack of it--de not obey 
the comforting principle of cause and effect. 
Together with the flux of time and scattered 
focus, point of view, too, is reduced to con
stant shift. In the end, when we have finally 
pieced the puzzle together, a line of develop-
ment--which does net coincide with the trajec
tory of any of the lives of the characters--be-
cemes retrospectively apparent. And paradoxically, 
the overwhelming sentiment the novel exudes is a 
sense of meaninglessness, of disorder and aimless 
movement.3 7 

Coherence in such a fragmented novel must be con

sidered in overview. All necessary information is pre

sent in all five plots without flaws of discrepancy. The 

main characters are "round" and offer variety and pro

fundity in the tapestry of total characterization. The 

multiple points of view are finally resolved into the 
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author's overall objectivity. Diversity of setting 

assumes coherence when its function is understood to 

show a total picture of Peruvian geography, customs, and 

history within a given period. The fragmented, cinemato

graphic, internal structures of the seventy-two scenes 

are held together by the rigid external structure of the 

novel. An intricate system of unities of plot, characteri

zation, style, and structure save the novel from looseness 

of unity that could create total confusion. Therein lies 

the coherence of JLa Casa Verde. Klaren writes: "The 

fact that everything is fragmented is paradoxically the 

3 8 
unity of the novel." 

Frank Dauster, too, comments on the complexity of 

La Casa Verde. "This attempt to capture complexity 

accounts for the very real difficulties of reading Vargas 

Llosa. Complexity may only be captured by complexity, 

and Vargas Llosa in order to capture these broad spectra 

of human experience, has created an intricate mosaic of 

39 
temporal and spatial elements." 

The devices and techniques which lead to ambi

guities in this novel do net destroy its coherence. Ambi

guity without coherence creates confusion (see p. 7). 

Ambiguity resolved by coherence then creates complexity. 

La Casa Verde is complex because it is marked by an involve

ment of many parts, aspects, details, and notions; and it 
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necessitates earnest study or examination to understand 

and cope with it.^° 



Ill 

AMBIGUOUS CONFUSION IN RAYUELA 

Horacio Oliveira, the principal character of 

Rayuela, is an existentialist hopelessly engulfed by a 

society of essentialists. An essentialist believes that 

man is born with a predetermined purpose to which he must 

adhere throughout his life, i.e., man exists to serve the 

dictates of God. A concept of this sort tends to reduce 

personal conflicts which can lead to infelicity. Thus 

man lives within the dictates of his essence. An existen

tialist, on the ether hand, believes that man is born 

without essence or predefined purposes. It is the duty 

of each one to search for an appropriate path through life 

which will lead te a desired essence. One's essence, then, 

under these circumstances, is determined only in retrospect 

from one's death. Olivera's identity crisis and his 

search for the center of life are actually an existential 

search for essence. 

Everything in the text of this chapter can be 

either directly or indirectly linked to the aforementioned 

philosophies. Essentialism merely contributes a pertinent 

contrast to emphasize a relative state of confusion, a 

confusion that is feasibly superior to logic and can itself 

54 
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become logic. The underlying implications of existen

tialism and essentialism will be ever-present in the 

following discussion of ambiguity in Rayuela. Frequent 

references will be made to both concepts. 

Rayuela itself was written to destroy the tra

ditional concept of the novel, at least the concept of 

the realistic and naturalistic novel. Cortazar's utili

zation of this genre te destroy the same is much more 

effective than a mere critical attack on the novel through 

ether more indirect means. Permitting the novel to self-

destruct is probably the strongest criticism that the 

author could have propagated. Cortazar wants writer and 

reader alike to think and be creative. Renovation is 

paramount. Considering the author's choice of genre and 

his genius in realizing it, one must concede that the 

work is both highly creative and didactic. The resulting 

ambiguities must be considered a strength, not a weakness. 

Cortazar has departed from convention, but this 

does not discredit his anti-novel. He makes his inten

tions exceedingly clear at the beginning of the book: the 

reader must be an aggressive accomplice to the author, if 

he, the reader, is to glean full benefit from this work. 

The author's choice of genre and purpose are com

plemented by his choice of subject: one man's struggle 

to discover meaning for life. The principal character 
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Horacio Oliveira is the embodiment of this conflict. He 

is his own natural enemy and an enemy of established 

society. He searches for a reality, but he refuses to 

accept one; and he seeks to destroy the stable reality 

of his friends and society, who seem to him to be blindly-

habitual and happy. 

The subject is amplified when Oliveira's crisis 

of identity is transferred te the reader, the perceptive 

reader. He attacks the reader as much as he attacks his 

closest friends, and the sensitive reader responds by 

participating in the soul conflict. In this sense 

Cortazar has chosen a subject of universal appeal, a 

subject of concern to millions who have faced or are 

facing similar philosophical dilemmas. 

Cortazar is obviously familiar with the anguish 

of such a detailed case study as that of Oliveira, 

his character. One can assume that Oliveira is really 

the impersonation of Cortazar. The author, then, is 

presenting a problem of internal experience rather 

than external observation. 

The subject is developed through a series of almost 

disjunct episodes in the life of Horacio Oliveira, but 

these episodes are of the utmost philosophical signifi

cance. What at first seems insipid and impertinent is 

found to be integral upon further examination. The 
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episodic nature of Rayuela destroys the normal concept 

of plot, as will be noted in the analysis of plot; but 

the story remains intact. The story, of course, is one 

man's conflict with life and society. Life itself is 

quite episodic with only limited intensive planning, 

so the subject, a search for the center of life, has 

adeptly been converted to a story via episodes. In fact 

every episode is a miniature story. 

Story does not constitute plot. Plot is basically 

the temporal and structural disposition of the elements 

of the story. The most tightly-knit structure would be 

one which combines story and plot in a compact, parallel, 

logical, and even chronological sequence. This is not 

the case with Rayuela. It does have a plot, but its 

closest ties to the storyline are found in its episodic 

nature. 

Horacio Oliveira, a middle-aged Argentine, lives 

a rather bohemian life in Paris in the early 1950's. His 

friends are all derelict artists and philosophers seeking, 

as does Oliveira, a more profound meaning for their exist

ence. Horacio's Uruguayan mistress Maga is a social out

cast, toe, without the least intellectual tendency. She 

is curious, but net intellectual. In spite of this incon

gruous relationship, Maga is Oliveira's anchor in Paris. 

He loves her, but her essentialist mind causes him to 
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mentally harass her periodically. Their relationship is 

exhibited in a series of episodic, fortuitous encounters 

throughout the city. Incidental to their encounters are 

frequent meetings with the Club de la Serpiente, a re

union of ether derelicts. 

Oliveira is incessantly in search of the essence 

of his existence, and in this search he manages to 

alienate Maga, who mysteriously disappears. He then 

deteriorates morally in his state of isolation and aliena

tion from Maga, his friends, whom he has offended, and 

society itself. He is alone in his cynical despair. 

Feeling totally rejected, he wanders through the cold 

nighttime streets of Paris to find an old "clocharde" with 

whom to converse. Under a bridge over the Seine in cen

tral Paris he and the "clocharde" are arrested for a 

bizarre sexual display which ends in Oliveira's expulsion 

from France as an undesirable alien. This is implied, not 

stated. 

Horacio returns to Buenos Aires to start life anew, 

and perhaps search for Maga, who is rumored now te reside 

in Montevideo. He is met at the port by Traveler, a 

longtime friend, and Talita, Traveler's wife. For many 

months the three friends do menial jobs in a circus until 

the owner sells it te purchase a sanitarium. In the 

sanitarium they become attendants te the insane inmates. 
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In private life Horacio takes Gekrepten, a simple woman 

of no intellectual depth, as his mistress, no love in

volved. He becomes so bored with the sterile environ

ments within which he must function at home and at work 

that he seen becomes a victim of existential anguish. 

Slowly he begins to identify with the patients of the 

sanitarium. He contemplates suicide. The story ends with 

an ambiguous episode. There is no definite indication 

that Oliveira succeeds in committing suicide, although it 

is intensely suggested. The alternative is that he sur

vives the attempted suicide, but his mental capacities 

wane with severe functional impairment. 

The plot is designed to tell the story of Horacio 

Oliveira. Cortazar has suggested two ways to read the 

novel, thereby creating two different versions of the 

plot. The easiest and quickest way is to read chapters 1 

through 56 in numerical order, a traditional method, but 

to omit entirely chapters 57 through 155. The second 

suggested way to read the novel is to read 1 through 56 

(omitting 55) while intercalating the remaining ninety-

nine chapters, net in numerical order, as reflections and 

comments on the main text. The intercalated chapters are 

philosophical in nature. This information will suffice te 

discuss plot structure in terms of beginning, middle and 

end; but further clarification will be found in a later 
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analysis of the structure and technique of Rayuela. 

When read the traditional way, the novel's be

ginning is chapter 1, paragraph one. 

cEncontraria a la Maga? Tantas veces me 
habia bastado asomarme, viniende por la 
rue de Seine, al arco que da al Quai de 
Centi, y apenas la luz de ceniza y olive 
que flota sobre el rio me dejaba distinguir 
las formas, y su silueta delgada se inscribia 
en el Pont des Arts, a veces andando de un 
lade a etro, a veces detenida en el pretil de 
hierro, inclinada sobre el agua. Y era tan 
natural cruzar la calle, subir los peldahos 
del puente, entrar en su delgada cintura y 
acercarme a la Maga que sonreia sin serpresa, 
convencida come yo de que un encuentro casual 
era le menos casual en nuestras vidas, y que 
la gente que se da citas precisas es la misma 
que necesita papel rayado para escribirse o ^, 
que aprieta desde abajo el tube de dentifrice. 

The very opening sentence is a question: cEncontraria 

a la Maga? This is indicative of the ambiguity that 

surrounds Oliveira's daily existence and his relation

ships with friends and acquaintances. This ambiguity 

eventually assumes the form of perpetual doubt. The 

first person narrator is Horacio Oliveira. Maga is his 

mistress and plays a key role in the development of the 

plot. The second sentence sets the stage for multiple 

fortuitous encounters which contribute to the episodic 

nature of Rayuela, while a slight touch of sentimental 

reminiscence is detectable. The use of the past perfect 

tense automatically establishes the story as a remote 

past occurrence, and even though seme future chapters are 
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narrated in present and past tenses, the reader has al

ready been substantially oriented te a past occurrence. 

In succeeding chapters the present is really the past 

and the past is the past perfect. It is simply a case 

of transposition of time. The third sentence confirms 

the sentimental attitudes and the preoccupation with 

fortuitous encounters. It also shows a resentment for 

people who are exclusively habitual in their life style. 

In effect, the principal conflict of the novel has been 

exposed in that sentence: existentialism versus essen

tialism. Existentialism is favored as a superior con

cept. The narration is on the conscious level of 

Oliveira. 

Stylistically this initial paragraph is largely 

denotative, but the rest of the chapter reveals a pro

pensity for connetative writing on the part of the 

author, all of which will be elaborated in a discussion 

of style and tone, since here the concern is only plot 

structure. A derelict philosophy is hinted in the first 

paragraph, but it is not obvious until later in chapter 1 

and in succeeding chapters. The philosophical monstrosity 

which Rayuela represents is only suggested in the first 

chapter, but it is overt after several chapters. 

Cortazar's suggested reading begins with chapter 

73, If the novel is read in this sequence the eyes of 
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the reader are automatically closed to the purely 

realistic aspects of the story and focused upon the 

purely philosophical elements. The narration is stream 

of consciousness, which removes it from the external 

realistic realm of the beginning paragraph of chapter 1. 

It is, however, admissible that conceivably it is on the 

conscious level, yielding a certain ambiguity of inter

pretation. 

Si, pero quien nos curara del fuego sordo, 
del fuego sin color que corre al anochecer 
per la rue de la Huchette, saliendo de los 
pertales carcemidos, de los parvos zaguanes, 
del fuego sin imagen que lame las piedras y 
acecha en los vanes de las puertas, como 
haremos para lavarnos de su quemadura dulce 
que presigue, que se apesenta para durar aliada 
al tiempo y al recuerde, a las sustancias 
pegajosas que nos retienen de este lade, y que 
nos ardera dulcemente hasta calcinarnos. 
Entonces es mejor pactar come los gates y los 
musgos, trabar amistad inmediata con las 
porteras de roncas voces, con las criaturas 
palidas y sufrientes que acechan en las 
ventanas jugande con una rama seca. Ardiendo 
asi sin tregua, sopertando la quemadura central 
que avanza come la madurez paulatina en el 
fruto, ser el pulse de una hoguera en esta 
maraha de piedra interminable, caminar por las 
noches de nuestra vida con la obediencia de la 
sangre en su circuito ciego.42 

Narrated by Oliveira, this three-sentence para

graph is complex in its highly connetative style. Conno

tation is most evident in the symbolism of fire and in 

the diverse figures of speech. This passage and the 

whole chapter are intensely reflective of Oliveira's 
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views of life. To him everything is dialectic, can

celled by its own existence. 

"Si, pero quien nos curara del fuego sordo," 

immediately poses a problem of ambiguity. Does the _sl 

establish an external conversation with the reader or 

does it establish a tone of internal monologue? It 

could be a combination of the two traits. If read with 

one vision, a message is there; but if read with a 

double vision, the ambiguity contributes to the whole to 

create depth. "Fuego sordo," "fuego sin color," "fuego 

sin imagen," "quemadura dulce," "nos ardera dulcemente," 

"ardiendo asi sin tregua," "quemadura central," and 

"hoguera" are examples of symbolism. Of what are they 

symbols? Therein lies the ambiguity. The fire of 

passion is an obvious meaning, but Oliveira is also 

referring te a metaphysical fire, a quest for under

standing, a quest te find the center of life. The per

sonification of fire converts an idea into a physical 

reality. The rapid succession of phrases and clauses 

in the three long, compact, complex sentences, along 

ith the images of fire and burning, suggests anguish. 

In the next paragraph of the same chapter and in the 

rest of the chapter it becomes more evident that Horacio 

faces his anguish with cynicism. 

w 
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The first four sentences of the next paragraph 

counterpose the conflicting elements of existentialism 

and essentialism, as in the beginning of chapter 1. 

Cuantas veces me pregunto si esto no es 
mas que escritura en un tiempo en que 
corremos al engaho entre ecuaciones 
infalibles y maquinas de conformismos. 
Pero preguntarse si sabremos encontrar 
el etro lade de la costumbre o si mas 
vale dejarse llevar por su alegre 
cibernetica, ino sera otra vez literatura? 
Rebelion, conformismo, angustia, alimentes 
terrestres, todas las dicotomias: el Yin y 
el Yang, la comtemplacion o la "Tatigkeit", 
avena arrollada o perdices "faisandees", 
Lascaux e Mathieu, que hamaca de palabras, 
que dialectica de bolsillo con tormentas en 
piyama y cataclismos de living room.. El solo 
hecho de interrogarse sobre la posible 
eleccion vicia y enturbia lo elegible.43 

Te contrast the two beginnings of the novel reveals 

similarities and differences. The metaphysical search 

for essence is undoubtedly present in both beginnings. 

Existential anguish is subtly apparent in both beginnings. 

Disdain for conformism and habitual action is definitely 

stated. The major differences are the levels of reality. 

Chapter 1 begins with Oliveira's external physical reality, 

while chapter 73 begins with his internal psychological 

reality. 

Chapters 1 through 56 give a two-dimensional 

account of Horacio's story, a photographic account with 

length and breadth. Cortazar's suggested reading adds a 

third dimension: depth. He has effectively created a 
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three-dimensional novel. 

The developmental section of the novel is filled 

with metaphysical conflicts, complicated by Oliveira's 

incessant urge to play mental games with himself and 

with other characters. Chapters 1 through 56 are chrono

logical episodes with flashbacks; but when the "capitulos 

prescindibles" are intercalated, fragmentation occurs, 

weakening the plot structure by such intrusions. The 

only unity of plot is disunity. According to the char

acter Morelli, the reader must supply the transitions and 

the unities. VJhat is absent is sometimes the most impor-

44 
tant element. Ana Maria Barrenechea expresses her view 

on plot unity: "Hay, pues, en Rayuela un actuar de los 

persenajes--en el sentido mas late--, una tecnica 

novelesca y un comentario de ambos, cenjugados en sabia 

^ . . 4 5 

y compleja unidad estetica bajo la aparencia del caos." 

Unity in disunity is a contradictory concept which ren

ders both story and plot structure ambiguous. 

The conflictive elements of Rayuela, philosophical 

in nature, are not resolved at the end. 

All the characters of Rayuela are lifelike, but 

they are from walks of life that are not always seen or 

understood by the average person. Most of them suffer 

social rejection and marginalization, se their attitudes, 

actions, and logic depart from a standard behavior pattern 
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This altered behavior makes many of the characters 

sufficiently mysterious to be called ambiguous. 

The principal character Horacio Oliveira is first 

mentioned in chapter 3, after four chapters of previous 

narration (73, 1, 2, 116). His nature is revealed 

gradually throughout the book by third person narration, 

his own stream of consciousness, and judgments made of 

him by other characters. Chapter 3, narrated in the 

third person, gives the first detailed description of 

Oliveira's mental capacities. He is an intellectual with 

a cosmic view of reality. 

Por ese Oliveira tendia a admitir que su grupe 
sanguineo, el hecho de haber pasade la infancia 
rodeade de ties majestueses, unos amores 
centrariados en la adelescencia y una facilidad 
para la astenia podian ser facteres de primer 
orden en su cosmevision. Era clase media, era 
porteho, era celegio nacional, y esas cosas no 
se arreglan asi nomas. Lo male estaba en que a 
fuerza de temer la excesiva lecalizacion de los 
puntes de vista, habia terminade por pesar y hasta 
aceptar demasiado el si y el no de todo, a mirar 
desde el fiel los platillos de la balanza.^^ 

Horacio himself is acutely aware of his own intel

lectual powers, and he reveals it in a stream of con

sciousness passage in which he addresses himself in a 

cynical tone. 

Del amor a la filologia, estas lucido, Horacio. 
La culpa la tiene Morelli que te obsesiona, su 
insensata tentativa te hace entrever una vuelta 
al paraiso perdido, pobre preadamita de snack
bar, de edad de ore envuelta en celofan. "This 
is a plastic's age, man, a plastic's age." 
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Olvidate de las perras. Raja, jauria, 
tenemos que pensar, lo que se llama pensar, 
es decir sentir, situarse y confrontarse 
antes^de permitir el pase de la mas pequeha 
oracion principal o subordinada. Paris es 
un centre, entendes, un mandala que hay que 
recorrer sin dialectica, un laberinto donde 
las formulas pragmaticas no sirven mas que 
para perderse. Entonces un "cogito" que sea 
como respirar Paris, entrar en el dejandolo 
entrar, neuma y no legos. Argentine compadron, 
desembarcande con la suficiencia de una cultura 
de tres por cinco, entendido en todo, al dia 
en todo, con un buen g.usto aceptable, la 
historia de la raza humana bien sabida, los 
periodos artisticos, el romanico y el gotico, 
las corrientes filosoficas, las tensiones 
politicas, la Shell Mex, la accion y la 
reflexion, el compromise y la libertad, Piero 
della Francesca y Anton Webern, la tecnologia 
bien catalegada, Lettera 22, Fiat 1600, Juan 
XXIII. Que bien, que bien.^'^ 

Oliveira further exhibits an infinitely complex mind 

with seemingly insurmountable conflicts. He plays 

mental games with his own mind and with the minds of 

ethers. Chapter 21 is a typical passage which reveals 

his complex ideas, which cancel themselves. Horacio's 

mind is totally dialectic, and dialecticism can easily 

be categorized as a form of ambiguity which leads to 

ultimate confusion in the case of Oliveira. Maga, his 

mistress, even predicts his metaphysical suicide. 

Horacio's ambiguous state of mind is somewhere between 

intellectual perceptivity and mere insanity. 

Horacio leaves Paris te get a new start in Buenos 

Aires. Upon his arrival he reflects: "A ver si de nuevo 
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sembras la confusion en las filas, si te apareces 

para estropearles la vida a gentes tranquilas."^^ 

He realizes his own ambiguous state of confusion which 

eventually destroys him. For a brief few months in 

Buenos Aires he continues te play his intellectual, meta

physical games, but when he begins to work for the sani

tarium his mental state deteriorates. There are several 

foreshadowing statements concerning his impending madness 

On one occasion in the sanitarium Oliveira conversed with 

a stranger who thought he, Oliveira, was a patient. 

"Despues resulto que era un enfermero y que Oliveira no 

4 9 
era un loco, los malentendidos usuales en esos casos." 

Later, Oliveira writes a letter from the sanitarium to 

his mistress Gekrepten. He pauses to make this self-

observation: "Escribe como si me hubieran encerrado, 

. . ." Then his mental state is definitively suspect 

after a long conversation with Talita in chapter 54. 

Talita le dio la espalda y fue hacia la 
puerta. Cuando se detuve a esperarlo, 
desconcertada y al mismo tiempo necesitando 
esperarlo porque alejarse de el en ese 
instante era como dejarle caer en el pozo 
(con cucarachas, con trapes de colores), vie 
que sonreia y que tampece la senrisa era para 
ella. Nunca lo habia visto senreir asi, 
desventuradamente y a la vez con teda la cara 
abierta y de fr^ente, sin la ironia habitual, 
aceptando alguna cesa que debia llegarle desde 
el centre de la vida, desde ese etro pozo (icon 
cucarachas, con trapos de colores, con una cara 
flotando en un agua sucia?), acercandose a ella 
en el acto de aceptar esa cesa innominable que 
lo hacia senreir.^^ 
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Oliveira's insanity emanates from the "center of life", 

the very object of his long metaphysical search. His 

search for logic in the "center of life" ends in con

fusion. His psychological end illustrates an Asian phi

losophy that the most perfect state in life is insanity, 

definitely a case of ambiguity. 

There are no significant references to Horacio 

Oliveira's physical appearance anywhere in Rayuela. 

Maga (Lucia) is Horacio's Uruguayan mistress in 

Paris. She is perhaps the most clearly delineated 

character of the novel in various respects. She has a 

past, a present and a physical existence. For many 

chapters her past is kept secret, giving her an ambiguous 

air. That ambiguity is finally resolved when Gregorovius 

persuades her to tell him of her past life in Montevideo. 

As a child she was mistreated by her father, raped by a 

violent negro, and in a later affair she bore an illegiti

mate son, Carlos Francisco (Rocamadour). Then she fled 

to Paris, taking the child, to escape her disagreeable 

environment and te study voice, a lifetime fantasy. 

Physically she is attractive in a plain sort of 

way, and her clothes reflect her simplicity. She lias a 

distant, dreamy look in her eyes. Oliveira remarks fre

quently about her mysterious sexual attraction. She is 

homely and sensual. 
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In addition she is described psychologically, but 

almost entirely from an external point of view. The 

reader is never inside her mind as completely as he is in 

the mind of Horacio Oliveira, who himself is the princi

pal source of information about Maga's observed psy

chology. Horacio, at the beginning of the novel states 

that he sometimes found himself ". . . en un mundo-Maga 

que era la terpeza y la confusion. . . ."^^ Then he 

admits the following: "Llegue a aceptar el desorden de 

la Maga come la condicion natural de cada instante, . . 

53 
. ." The rest of the same paragraph is a discussion of 

contradictory concepts of Maga's simultaneous order and 

disorder, the most ambiguous of her psychological traits. 

By the end of the first section, "Del lade de 

alia," Maga disappears after the death of her child and 

abandonment by Oliveira. There is much speculation 

about her destiny, and throughout the rest of the novel 

her whereabouts remains ambiguous; maybe she is in Paris, 

maybe in Montevideo. 

Rocamadour, Maga's illegitimate infant, is a 

passive character in the novel, but his function is 

critical. He seems te be an ambiguous unity between 

Oliveira and Maga, because he is at the same time an 

obstacle to their relationship. As long as Rocamadour 

is in a country home near Paris, Oliveira and Maga are 
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exceedingly happy. When the infant is returned to Maga 

and shortly thereafter dies of a fever, Horacio seems 

to take a sordid pleasure in the child's death. Maga's 

personality changes as a result of the incident. Horacio 

abandons her, and she mysteriously disappears. What is 

Rocamadour's real function in the unity and disunity of 

the Horacie-Maga relationship? 

El Club de la Serpiente consists of several dere

lict friends of Oliveira. They periodically and spon

taneously have meetings in sundry places to drink, to 

listen te music, and to talk of philosophies. None of 

the members of the club is as elaborately defined as 

Oliveira or Maga, but all of them seem to some degree 

ambiguous. Ossip Gregorovius is perhaps the most fla

grant representative of ambiguous characterization of 

the group. Oliveira sees Gregorovius's ambiguity as 

deliberate: ". . . y a Horacio le hacian gracia los 

misterios barates con que Gregorovius envelvia sus 

54 
origenes y sus modes de vida, . . . ," The mystery 

surrounding his life is succinctly presented in chapter 

65, which is a "Medele de ficha del Club." The ambiguity 

in the life of Gregorovius is complemented by the stylis

tic aspects of the "ficha". What should be a membership 

card filled out by Gregorovius is actually written in 

third person, with numerous parenthetical comments. 
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Medele de ficha del Club. 
Gregorovius, Ossip. 
Apatrida. 
Luna llena (lade opuesto, invisible en 

ese entonces presputnik): icrateres, mares, 
cenizas? 

Tiende a vestir de negro, de gris, de 
pardo. Nunca se lo ha visto con un traje 
complete. Hay quienes afirman que tiene tres 
pero que combina invariablemente el saco de 
uno con el pantalon de etro. No seria dificil 
verificar esto. 

Edad: dice tener cuarenta y echo anos. 
Profesion: intelectual. Tia abuela 

envia modica pension. 
"Carte de sejour" AC 3456923 (por seis 

meses, renovable. Ya ha sido renevada nueve 
veces, cada vez con mayor dificultad). 

Pais de origen: nacido en Borzok (partida 
de nacimiento prebablemente falsa, segun 
declaracion de Gregorovius a la policia de Paris. 
Las razones de su presuncion constan en el 
prontuario). 

Pais de origen: en el aho de su nacimiento, 
Borzok formaba parte del imperio austrohungaro. 
Origen magyar evidente. A el le gusta insinuar 
que es checo. 

Pais de origen: prebablemente Gran 
Bretaha. Gregorovius habria nacido en Glasgow, 
de padre marine y madre terricela, resultado 
de una escala forzesa, un arrumaje precario, 
"stout ale" y complacencias xenefilicas excesivas 
per parte de Miss Marjorie Babington, 22 Stewart 
Street. 

A Gregorovius le agrada establecer una 
picaresca prenatal y difama a sus madres (tiene 
tres, segiin la borrachera) atribuyendeles 
cestumbres licenciosas.^^ 

Morelli is the most mysterious of all the characters 

in Rayuela. Although he remains in the background of 

action, his philosophical ideas are salient throughout 

the novel. The "capitulos prescindibles" are filled with 

his notes en literature and philosophy, notes which 
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explain or support the action of the storyline. 

Cortazar withholds most information about Morelli until 

late in the novel, a traditional technique which causes 

characters te appear enigmatic and ambiguous. Once the 

mysteries surrounding Morelli are revealed, at least in 

part, the ambiguity is to some extent resolved. He is 

only briefly a part of the main action, passive at that. 

Oliveira witnesses a street accident in which Morelli 

is the victim. Then Horacio visits him in the hospital. 

Morelli is old, ugly, and ailing physically, but 

mentally he is alert and hyperactive. By profession he 

is a famous author and literary critic. His books, 

articles, and notes become the focus of much discussion 

among the members of the Club de la Serpiente. 

Morelli's greatest ambiguity is not his characteri

zation in the novel, but his function in it: he is in

separable from Cortazar and Oliveira. Horacio might be 

an image of Cortazar's lifestyle, while Morelli is the 

highest representation of Cortazar's philosophy. 

Paris is an appropriate setting for the spirit of 

Rayuela. It provides the freedom necessary for Oliveira's 

metaphysical search, being a city of infinite diversity, 

embracing both the highest and lowest attainments of 

human knowledge and culture. This city is a metaphor 

which reflects Horacio's spiritual and emotional state. 
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as he himself recognizes. "Paris es un centre, un 

mandala que hay que recorrer sin dialectica, un 

laberinto donde las formulas pragmaticas no sirven mas 

5 R 
que para perderse." The ambiguity of Paris, then, 

is succinctly presented in this metaphor that solders 

the concrete to the abstract. 

Buenos Aires is the setting for the section en

titled "Del lade de aca," the last half of the novel. 

It is intended as an allusion to Paris, an equal and a 

parallel in some ways. The allusion is a minor form of 

ambiguity, and the function of the city is contrastive. 

Paris serves as an accomplice te Horacio's existential

ist experimentation. Buenos Aires is his opposite, be

cause it is relatively sterile and essentialistic in 

contrast to Paris. It emphasizes his emotional turmoil. 

The geographical setting, the customs of the 

people, and the situation in time in Rayuela are not as 

important as the moral, intellectual, social and emotion

al environment of it. There is no mention of God in 

Rayuela. Morality and social values are relativistic, 

and intellectual curiosity reigns supreme: negative 

qualities according te normal standards. The overall 

effect of this mental environment is conflict. 

There are multiple viewpoints pertinent to Rayuela: 

the third person narration of the omniscient narrator, the 
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third person narration of the principal character, first 

person narration, stream of consciousness, dialogs which 

reflect points of view of characters on other characters, 

and the reader's point of view. Such a variety fragments 

the overall viewpoint. 

The narration by the omniscient narrator is not a 

new technique. The fact that the narrator is godlike, 

knows and relates external (physical) and internal (psy

chological) events and situations, and is reasonably 

objective in his assessments, is widely accepted by 

readers. This technique provides an acceptable transi

tion from real life to literature. There seem te be some 

ambiguities in it, however. That which is net real is 

represented as real in fiction, and when both author and 

reader can accept the incongruity, the result is philo

sophically ambiguous. This technique is found in 

Rayuela. 

Narration from a character's point of view is 

limited. The character can relate only what he himself 

observes and feels, and when he makes judgments en ether 

characters these appraisals are not reliable as omnis

cient fact. Cortazar liberally employs character on 

character viewpoint; sometimes through dialog, sometimes 

through stream of consciousness. 
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In Rayuela there are several chapters which seem 

to fuse omniscient narration with character narration 

by using the third person as the critical ambiguous link. 

The reader's viewpoint, in terms of perception 

and evaluation of what he reads, is a problem of "depth 

psychology." How much of such a philosophically confus

ing novel can he understand? This anti-novel, Rayuela, 

strongly demands reader participation. The reader is 

expected to be agressive, make judgments on what he 

reads, and invent liis own transitions between episodes. 

He may be magnetically enticed into the book and may feel 

that he is one of the characters. The reader, then, is 

the principal ambiguous variant of viewpoint in Rayuela. 

Morelli, who reflects Cortazar's theories of 

literature, states his opinion about readers in the 

following passage. 

"Situacion del lector. En general todo 
novelista espera de su lector que lo comprenda, 
participando de su propia experiencia, o que 
receja un determinade mensaje y le encarne. El 
novelista romantico quiere ser comprendido por 
si mismo o a traves de sus heroes; el novelista 
clasico quiere ensehar, dejar una huella en el 
camino de la historia. 

"Posibilidad tercera: la de hacer del 
lector un complice, un camarada de camino. 
Simultaneizarlo, pueste que la lectura abolira 
el tiempo del lector y le trasladara al del 
auter. Asi el lector prodria llegar a ser 
coparticipe y copadeciente de la experiencia 
por la que pasa el novelista, en el mismo 
memento y en la misma forma."57 
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Additional chapters of "De otros lades" are quotes 

from famous authors and newspaper articles, which are 

not part of the mainstream narration. Massive fragmen

tation of the overall point of view of the novel, there-

fere, causes ambiguity. It is commonly agreed, however, 

that the dominant viewpoint of the novel is that of 

Horacio Oliveira, the protagonist. 

Certazar's style is appropriate for his subject. 

He makes no effort to economize words, and a large number 

of nebulous, detailed descriptions of objects and actions 

impregnate the book. Nor does he attempt to control 

excesses of images, symbols, metaphors, and linguistic 

anomalies. All of these qualities, which at first seem 

to be negative qualities, are in keeping with the author's 

intention te write an anti-novel. Confusion, anarchy, 

and destruction are the desired results. 

There is an abundant supply of obscure, erudite 

words, and Cortazar further deforms and invents other 

words. He freely incorporates foreign languages into 

Spanish narrative. The reader soon learns that he can

not rely upon literal interpretation of the sentences he 

reads in Rayuela, because the author is given to highly 

connetative writing; and, of course, connotation is a 

form of ambiguity. 

Horacio narrates about an excursion he and Maga had 
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made in Paris. The passage is typical of Cortazar's 

connetative style. 

Ibames por las tardes a ver los peces del 
Quai de la Megisserie, en marzo el mes 
leopardo, el agazapado pero ya con un sol 
amarille donde el rojo entraba un poco mas 
cada dia. Desde la acera que daba al rio, 
indiferentes a los "bouquinistes" que nada 
iban a darnos sin dinero, esperabamos el 
memento en que veriamos las peceras (andabamos 
despacie, demorande el encuentro), todas las 
peceras al sol, y come suspendidos en el aire 
cientos de peces rosa y negro, pajaros quietos 
en su aire redonde. Una alegria absurda nos 
temaba de la cintura y vos cantabas arrastran-
dome a cruzar la calle, a entrar en el mundo 
de los peces colgades del aire.58 

The ensemble of words creates a scene which cannot be 

understood through literal meanings. The imagery is 

connetative. "Los peces del Quai de la Megisserie," 

refers to a tropical fish shop, but the reader might not 

perceive it immediately unless he were familiar with 

Paris. "En marzo el mes leopardo," the image perhaps 

refers te the partly clouded skies of March days. The 

rest of the first sentence of the passage describes the 

early sunrises of spring, replacing the dark skies of 

winter mornings in Paris. The reader may assume that 

Horacio and Maga are making their excursion in the early 

morning, just as the shops are beginning to open. The 

word "bouquinistes" in the next sentence is the French 

word for "bookseller." Its impact en the passage is 

profound. The stereotyped "bouquinistes" imply a whole 
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environment te those who are able to identify it. "N'ada 

iban a darnos sin dinero," is obvious in the denotative 

sense, but connotatively it suggests that Oliveira and 

Maga rarely have much money and must live a meager 

existence. "Peces rosa y negro" tells the reader that 

they are multicolored tropical fish. Comparing the fish 

to colorfully plumed birds enhances the exoticism: 

"pajaros quietos en su aire'redonde." "Su aire redonde" 

is the fishbewl. "Una alegria absurda nos tomaba de la 

cintura, y ves cantabas arrastrandome a cruzar la calle, 

a entrar en el mundo de los peces colgades del aire" 

are images connoting extreme excitement, intended to 

transfer the feeling to the reader. 

The ambiguity of the previous passage lies in its 

two inseparable levels of meaning. There is further 

ambiguity in the flexibility of interpretation on the 

connetative level. 

Chapter 68 is the strangest and most innovative 

chapter of Rayuela from a linguistic and stylistic view

point. The passage describes an amorous incident involv

ing Oliveira, and presumably, Maga. 

Apenas el le amalaba el noema, a ella se 
le agolpaba el demise y caian en hidromurias, 
en salvajes ambenios, en sustales exasperantes. 
Cada vez que el procuraba relamar las incopelusas, 
se enredaba en un grimado quejumbroso y tenia 
que envulsionarse de cara al novalo, sintiendo 
come poco a poco las arnillas se espejunaban, se 
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iban apeltronando, reduplimiendo, hasta 
quedar tendido como el trimalciato de 
ergomanina al que se le han dejado caer 
Unas filulas de cariaconcia.59 

A. Carlos Isasi Angulo has discovered that the 

words in chapter 68 are of three categories. There are 

recognizable words of common usage (apenas, el, le, ella, 

procuraba, etc.), deformed words based on real lexical 

components and mixed with the author's inventions 

(hidromurias, incopelusas, cariaconcia, etc.), and words 

that are purely an invention of the author (ambenios, 

demise, sustales, grimado, etc.). Isasi Angulo sees 

the chapter as Certazar's attempt to liberate himself 

and the literary world from the normally accepted con-

cepts of style. He has done that, but in doing so he 

has created a style that is sufficiently indirect to 

cause it to be subject to ambiguous interpretation. 

The quest for liberation of style is further 

evident, according te Isasi Angulo, in the use of a 

"jitanjafora" found in chapter 41. 

U Nu, 
U Tin, 
Mya Bu , 
Thado Thiri Thadama U E Maung, 
Sithu U Che, 
Wunna Kyaw Htin U Khin Zaw, 
Wunna Kyaw Htin U Thein Kan, 
Wunna Kyaw Htin Y Mye Min, 
Thiri Pyanchi U Thant, g2 
Thado Maha Thray Sithu U Chan Hteon. 
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Cortazar continues to play with wor\Js in chapter 

59. The entire chapter is written in "una ortografia 

fi "̂  
puramente fenetica." Spanish orthography is changed 

substantially, but logically; therefore, no real ambi

guity arises from the shift, although this passage might 

be ambiguous for a few readers. 

Ingrata serpresa fue leer en "Ortegrafike" 
la notisia de aber fayesido en San Luis 
Potosi el IQ de marso ultimo, el teniente 
koronel (asendido a koronel para retirarle 
del serbisio), Adolfo Abila Sanhes. Serpresa 
fue porke no teniamos notisia de ke se ayara 
en kama. Por lo demas, ya ase tiempo le 
teniamos katalogado entre nuestros amigos los 
suisidas, i en una okasion se refirio 
"Renovigo" a siertos sintomas en el obserbados. 
Selamente ke Abila Sanhes no eskejio el 
rebolber komo el eskritor antiklerikal Giyermo 
Delora, ni la sega como el esperantista franses 
Eujenie Lanti.64 

The mingling of foreign languages is exhibited in 

the following passage where the fusion of three cultures 

is effected by usage. Many similar passages incorporate 

the English lyrics of music and French texts of poems, 

but ether more spontaneous uses of languages occur in the 

novel to create a feeling of internationality and univer

sality. In the case of French, sometimes it is merely 

employed to create a Parisian atmosphere, as was d.eiiion-

strated earlier by the word "bouquinistes." 

Desvalida, se le ecurrian pensamientos sublimes, 
citas de poemas que se apropriaba para sentirse 
en el corazon mismo de la alcachofa, per un 
lade "I ain't got nobody, and nobody cares for 
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me", que no era cierto ya que por lo menos 
des de los presentes estaban malhumorados por 
causa de ella y al mismo tiempo un verso de 
Perse, algo asi como "Tu est la, men amour, 
et jen'ai lieu qu'en toi", donde la Maga se 
refugiaba apretandose contra el sonide de 
"lieu",_de "Tu est la, men amour", la blanda 
aceptacion de la fatalidad que exigia cerrar 
los ojos y sentir el cuerpe como una ofrenda, 
. . . .65 

Another passage which incorporates foreign lan

guages and is more propitious for ambiguity is the 

following: 

Pero la Have no andaba, aunque Wong 
insinuo que en las ceremonias iniciaticas los 
movimientos mas sencillos se ven trabados por 
Fuerzas que hay que veneer con Paciencia y 
Astucia, Se apago la luz. Alguno que saque 
el yesquero, 

cone. Tu pourrais quand meme par-
Babs ler francais, nen? Ton cepain I'argen-

cul n'est pas la pour piger ton cha-
Ronald rabia. Un fosfore, Ronald. Maldita 
Etienne Have, se ha herrumbrade, el viejo la 

guardaba dentre de un vase con agua. 
Etienne Men cepain, men cepain, c'est pas 
Wong men cepain. No creo que venga. No 

lo conoces. Mejor que ves. Que va. 
PERICO Wanna bet something? Ah merde, 
Ronald mais c'est la tour de Babel, ma pa-
PERICO role. Amene ton briquet, Fleuve Jau-

ne de men cul, la poisse, quoi.55 

The ambiguity is not in the foreign languages, which are 

incidental, but in the manner in which the words and 

sentences are grouped and arranged on the page. Obviously 

there are four people present in the scene, since their 

names are indicated on the left side. However, they do 

not seem to correspond to the words. V/hat seems to be 
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a random disposition of the names might represent the 

physical shuffling in the dark while trying to unlock 

the door. The true purpose of the names is not clear; 

therefore, ambiguous. The sentences on the right con

stitute jumbled comments that are quotations without 

traditional punctuation to indicate a change of speaker. 

This gives the passage the quality of direct narration. 

In effect, the two possible interpretations are se tight

ly fused that they render the style ambiguous. The ever-

all effect is one of prevailing confusion, yet somehow 

the reader vaguely understands what is happening. 

Sometimes the author inserts a silent "h" in 

spelling, but he does it under the disguise of Oliveira. 

"Usaba las haches como otros la penicilina. Despues 

volvia mas despacie al asunto, se sentia mejor. 'Lo 

fi 7 

himportante es no hinflarse', se decia Holiveira." 

In chapter 14 2 the paragraphs are numbered for no 

apparent reason, except to create an anarchic style. 

Chapter 80 has no capital letters, no periods, 

and no logical paragraph divisions. 

Many times Cortazar groups grammatically related 

words by hyphenation. The significance of the grouping 

is ambiguous. The hyphens could be gratuitous with no 

meaning at all, or they could be an attempt to join the 

words te create a deeper, more unified meaning within 
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the context of the sentence in which they occur. 

Ahora Ronald tendia a estirar la mano y 
meterla entre las piernas de Babs que 
rezongaba come desde lejos, a Ronald le 
gustaba dormirse con los dedos perdidos 
en ese vago territerio tibio, Babs agente 
provecadera precipitando la disolucion del 
Club, habria que reprenderla a la mahana 
siguiente: cosas-que-no-se-hacen.^8 

There are even examples of merged narration net 

dissimilar te passages in L^ Casa Verde. On one occasion 

Oliveira and Traveler assist Remorino, an attendant at 

the sanitarium, with morgue duties. 

Bajaron la Camilla en el montacargas, un 
poco amontonades y sintiendo muy cerca el 
bulte del 56 debajo de la sabana. La 
familia iba a venir a buscarle el lunes, 
eran de Trelew, pobre gente. Al 2 2 no le 
habian venide a buscar todavia, era el 
colmo. Gente de plata, creia Remorino: 
los peores, buitres pures, sin sentimiento. 
Y la municipalidad permitia que el 22. . .? 
El expediente andaria por ahi, esas cosas.^9 

The first sentence is the narrator's version, indicated 

by the verb "bajaron." The second sentence is not so 

easily defined, since "iba" could be first person or 

third person; because, although it is primarily narrative, 

it echoes the exact words of Remorino, especially indi

cated by the chatty "pebre gente". Then another echo of 

Remorino's words occurs in the next sentence in the past 

perfect tense, ending with the informality of "era el 

colmo." The last three sentences are also narrative, but 

they also echo dialog. The double, but inseparable. 
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function of these sentences makes them ambiguous. The 

ambiguity is, of course, due to stylistic techniques. 

Rayuela is filled with words and phrases which 

tend to cancel their own meaning. Members of the Club 

de la Serpiente would talk to a "vidente ciego,"'^^ and 

Maga "cantureaba melodias ni siquiera inventadas. "'̂•'" 

Morelli states: "Hay quiza una salida, pero esa salida 

7 9" 
deberia ser una entrada." On one occasion Oliveira 

complains bitterly of the cold while he is perspiring 

7 3 from the intense summer heat of Buenos Aires. These 

examples and others saturate the novel producing the 

principal characteristic of tone: irony. Silverio 

Muhez Martinez catalogs the many elements which character

ize the tone of Rayuela. 

Ya una rapida lectura pedra descubrir 
los juegos de palabras, las trasposiciones 
estilisticas, la burla reiterada de las 
situacienes, uses, ademanes y frases, los 
enlaces abstractos-concretos, las antitesis, 
los celequialismes, las ideas paradojicas, 
las elipsis, el empleo desconcertante de 
algunos gires idiomaticos, los medios tecnicos-
estilisticos para llamar la atencion, las 
alusiones, los alegates contra las reglas de 
la ortografia, la puntuacion y la sintaxis, 
en fin, teda suerte de eufemismos, empezando 
por lo que en estilistica se llama litote. 
Dificilmente pedra haber una frase que no 
tenga doble sentido y segunda o tercera 
intencion. 

La paredia y auteparodia constante de la 
literatura, ya este referida a la tecnica, al 
estilo o al mundo de la novela en cada una de 
sus tres facetas (mundo expresado, mundo 
representado, mundo apelado) convierte a 
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Rayuela en un obra tipica de la ironia. 
Pero si independientemente de esto se 
quisieran reunir ejemplos individuales 
de ironia, estaria bien arrancar de su 
simple concepto retorico como expresion 
lingiiistica de una cosa por su opuesto.'̂ '̂  

Julieta Fombona, in referring to Oliveira, writes: "Su 

tone general es la ironia que a menudo se convierte en 

7 5 
humor negro e emplazamiente desenfadade." Oliveira's 

tone is the dominant tone of the novel, and irony can 

be considered a form of ambiguity. 

Rayuela is divided into three major sections: 

"Del lade de alia," "Del lado de aca." and "De otros 

lades" (or "Capitulos prescindibles"). There are no 

further subdivisions within each chapter. The chapters 

range in length from one sentence te several pages. 

Structurally this is not an ordinary book, so the author 

feels it necessary to advise the reader how te approach 

it. He does this in the "Tablero de Direccion" at the 

beginning of the book. 

A su manera este libro es muchos libres, 
pero sobre todo es des libros. El lector queda 
invitade a elegir una de las dos posibilidades 
siguientes: 

El primer libro se deja leer en la forma 
cerriente, y termina en el capitulo 56, al pie 
del cual hay tres vistesas estrellitas que 
equivalan a la palabra Fin. Por consiguiente, 
el lector prescindira sin remordimientes de lo 
que sigue. 

El segundo libro se deja leer empezando 
por el capitulo 73 y siguiendo luego en el orden 
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que se indica al pie de cada capitulo. En 
casede confusion u olvido, bastara censultar 
la lista siguiente: 

73-1-2-116-3-84-4-71-5-81-74-6-7-8-9 3-68-9-104-
10-6 5-11-136-12-106-13-115-14-114-117-15-120-16-
13 7-17-9 7-18-15 3-19-90-2 0-12 6-21-79-2 2-6 2-23-
124-12 8-24-134-2 5-141-6 0-2 6-109-27-2 8-13 0-151-
15 2-14 3-10 0-7 6-101-144-9 2-10 3-10 8-64-15 5-123-14 5-
12 2-112-154-85-150-9 5-146-29-10 7-113-3 0-5 7-70-
14 7-31-32-132-61-33-67-83-142-34-87-105-95-9 4-
91-82-99-35-121-36-37-9 8-38-39-86-78-40-5 9-41-
14 8-4 2-7 5-4 3-12 5-44-10 2-4 5-8 0-4 6-47-110-4 8-111-
49-118-50-119-51-69-5 2-89-53-56-149-54-129-139-
133-149-138-127-56-135^6 3-88-72-77-131-58-131-

Cen objeto de facilitar la rapida ubicacion 
de los capitulos, la numeracion se va repitiendo 
en lo alto de las paginas correspondientes a cada 
uno de ellos.76 

Kenneth A. Holsten emphasizes that the "capitulos 

prescindibles" in Certazar's suggested sequence of read

ing are not arbitrarily placed. The relationship of 

these chapters to the main text may not always be ot)-

vieus, but it is there. He discusses three examples. 

1) Hay una relacion explicita entre el 
capitulo 14 en que Wong muestra a los amigos 
del "Club de las Serpientes" las fotegrafias 
de una ejecucion a cuchillo de un hombre en 
Pekin y el capitulo 114 que censiste en un 
recorte de periodico norteamericane que 
describe la muerte de un asesine ejecutade en 
la camara de gas de la prision de San Quintin. 

2) La relacion entre el capitulo 15 y 
el capitulo 120 es un poco menos clara. En 
el capitulo 15 la amante de Horacio Oliveira, 
la Maga, cuenta a sus amigos la historia de 
su violacion por un negro cuando tenia trece 
anos. El capitulo 120 trata de un recuerde 
infantil de una persona llamada Ireneo. El 
recuerde censiste en la imagen de unas hormigas 
que tratan de meter un gusano en su hormiguero. 
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La relacion simbolica entre los dos 
capitulos se hace mas explicita en el 
capitulo 16 cuando resulta que el nombre 
del vielador de la Maga tambien fue Ireneo. 

3) A veces alterna un capitulo de 
tone patetico, o aun tragico, con etro de 
tone mas bien burlesce, come en los 
capitulos 28 y 137. Despues del largo 
capitulo 28 en que Horacio y sus amigos 
pasan la noche hablando, bebiendo y 
escuchando viejos discos de jazz, mientras 
el hijo de la Maga, Rocamadour, se esta 
muriendo en el mismo c.uarto, pasames al 
capitulo 137, que censiste en un recorte 
de The Observer de Londres titulado 
"Riesges del cierre relampage." Este 
recorte es una advertencia contra una 
"nueva clase de accidente que pueden sufrir 
los nihos" que censiste "en que el prepucio 
se quede atrapado per el cierre". 

There are ether internal complexities of struc

ture that should be explored. Having already established 

that the plot is episodic and fragmented, one can see 

the influence of plot structure on overall structure. 

While the majority of the chapters are individual epi

sodes, many of them are grouped together te form one 

episode, and still others are grouped and subdivided. 

In "Del lado de alia" chapters 1 through 8 are 

separate episodes, but they are followed by a series of 

longer episodes which require the grouping of several 

chapters. Chapters 9 through 18 relate occurrences at 

a meeting of the Club de la Serpiente. The club meets 

at the Latin Quarter studio of Ronald and Babs to listen 

to old jazz records, to discuss philosophy, and simply 
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to imbibe. Maga and Oliveira have a quarrel at Maga's 

apartment in chapters 19 and 20. Oliveira takes a walk 

in 21 through 23 and reflects after his argument with 

Maga. After Horacio Oliveira moves out of Maga's apart

ment there is a spontaneous reunion of the Club there. 

The five-chapter episode, 24 through 28, deals with Maga's 

discovery of the death of Rocamadour, the tensest of 

episodes in the first section of the novel. Several days 

after Rocamadour's death, 29 through 31, Oliveira sees 

Gregorovius at Maga's apartment. Maga has disappeared 

and Gregorovius now lives in her apartment. The two 

men discuss past events. Then, alone in Maga's apart

ment, Horacio remembers his days with her in 3 2 through 

34. Chapters 3 5 and 36 are separate episodes which con

clude Horacio's residence in Paris. 

The above thirty-six chapters of "Del lado de 

alia" are fragmented by the intrusion of the "capitulos 

prescindibles," in the order indicated in the "tablero." 

Chapters 73 through 109, read in the order suggested in 

the "tablero," are net related among themselves, instead 

they are supportive to the chapters of the first section 

in the sense that Holsten has described. The next twenty-

two chapters, 130 through 146, constitute a long digres

sion or coda after the tense episode that terminates in 

Rocamadour's death. The chapters are diverse in subject 
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matter except for the grouping of 76, 101, 144, 92, and 

103. These chapters expound en the adventures of 

Oliveira with his second Parisian mistress, Pola. They 

could easily have been included in the main text instead 

of the "capitulos prescindibles." 107, 113, 57, 70, 147, 

132, 51, 67, 83, 142, 87, 105, (96), 94, (91>, 82, (99), 

121, and 35 are also separate supportive chapters to 

the main text, but 96, 91, and 99 are a single fragmented 

episode recounting a meeting of the Club in Morelli's 

apartment. 

"Del lado de aca" is less complex. Chapter 37 is 

an isolated episode, while 38 and 39 form one episode in 

which Oliveira and his childhood friend Traveler converse 

in a port restaurant of Buenos Aires. Chapters 40 

through 56, consecutively, are separate episodes all set 

in Buenos Aires. 

The remaining "capitulos prescindibles", 98, 86, 

78, 59, 148, 75, 125, 102, 80, 110, 111, 118, 119, 69, 

89, 65, 149, (129), 139, (133), 140, 138, 127, 135, 53, 

88, 72, 77, 131, and 58, are separate supportive comments 

for the second section of the novel. Tliere are two 

observations, however: 129 and 133 are one episode, and 

135, 63, 88, 72, 77, 131, and 58 function as a coda te 

the second section and the whole novel. 
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Obviously, the structural plan of Rayuela goes 

against the grain of a traditional line or concept of 

the novel, but still the work falls into the broad 

category of the novel. "En efecto, creemos que Cortazar, 

sin romper, desde luego, con otros habitos mentales que 

el Occidente especificamente ha cultivado, se ha acercado 

en gran medida al modo que llamaremos del 'pensar 

poetico', por moverse mas en un sentido analogico y 

^ • 7 8 

simbolico que discursive." The fragmentation of struc

ture leads to the ambiguity of complexity more than to 

the ambiguity of confusion; however, the concept of con

structing an anti-novel within the framework of a novel 

is an ambiguity that tends toward confusion. 

The structure of Rayuela is further fragmented 

internally by the proliferation of structural and 

philosophic motifs. These motifs are ambiguous in them

selves, and, because they are susceptible to various 

interpretations, they tend te create a highly open over

all structure; and structural and philosophic openness 

lead to unresolved ambiguity. Among the many signifi

cant undefinable motifs are the metaphysical search for 

the center of existence, the game of hopscotch as related 

to life, and the abundant mirrorisms found in the novel. 

Rayuela satisfies virtually all facets of the de

finition of ambiguity found in Webster's Third New 
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International Dictionary. 

Since most of the ambiguities of Rayuela are 

unresolved, one must conclude that incoherence is a 

prime characteristic of the novel: if ambiguities were 

resolved, coherence would be the result. Incoherence 

leads to a general state of confusion, while an ambig

uous but coherent work would lead te mere complexity, 

as in the case of L^ Casa Vferde. Danziger and Johnson's 

comments on coherence and incoherence substantiate the 

differences (see p. 7). 

Morelli, the voice of Cortazar in Rayuela, dis

courses en the attributes of intentional incoherence in 

his works, mirrored in the realization of Rayuela, in 

chapter 109. 

En alguna parte Morelli procuraba justificar 
sus narrativas, sosteniendo que la vida de los 
otros, tal como nos llega en la llamada realidad, 
no es cine sino fotografia, es decir que no 
podemos aprehender la accion sino tan sole sus 
fragmentos eleaticamente recertados.79 

The rest of the chapter is a justification of incoherence, 

Unresolved ambiguities lead te incoherence which 

in turn causes confusion. Confusion and disorder are 

frequent words in Rayuela, a fact that indicates deliber

ate intentions of these qualities; and Rayuela fits every 

category of the dictionary definition of confusion. 
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Finally, the causes of confusion in Certazar's 

master work are effectively explained by Empson's seven 

types of ambiguity, especially the fifth type, which 

deals with confusion (see p. 5). 
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AMBIGUOUS ABSTRACTION IN EL OBSCENO PAJARO DE LA NOCrh 

El obsceno pajaro de l_a noche is ambiguous from 

8 n 
its very inception. Jose Donoso, the author, states 

that he took eight years to write the novel and that the 

end result was initially unforeseen by him. The novel is 

neither a question nor an answer in his mind, but an idea 

which develops in the course of writing the work. This 

would account in part for an irregular alternation of 

clarity and obscurity in the expression of ideas in the 

novel. 

1 Hay teda una ambigiiedad per se, porque se esta 
viviendo una experiencia vital no planteada, sine 
experimentada al escribirla. Es decir, ye no 
parte ni de una pregunta ni de una respuesta, 
sine que escribo la novela para preguntarme si 
seria capaz de hacerme una pregunta. Entonces, 
la novela tiene que tomar esa forma. Tiene que 
ser de esa manera; no puede ser de otra.31 

Then, later, he states: 

Entonces, una parte de la novela determina otra, 
no determinada por un plan exterior al hecho 
mismo de escribir la novela. El plan de la ^y 
novela esta dictade por el hecho de escribirla. 

This technique, described by Donoso, clearly pro

duces what Empson calls a fifth type of ambiguity: ". . 

a fortunate confusion, as when the author is discovering 

94 
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_̂.-̂^ ^^^^ i^ "the act of writing or not holding it all in 
8 3 

mind at once." It is not surprising, then, that El 

obsceno pajaro is net a faithful fictional reproduction 

of reality, although it is necessarily based en reality. 

It is an imaginative abstraction of a fictional abstrac

tion of reality. 

Obviously there are two definitions of abstraction 

te be considered. Eĵ  obsceno pajaro, as a novel, is a 

fictional, literary abstraction because it is abstracted 

(taken) from real life. It is an imaginative abstraction 

in the sense that it obscures the facts. So reality is 

abstracted in fiction, and fiction is abstracted by 

imagination. The imaginative plane of reality is per

meated with ambiguities which cause a deliberately vague 

perception of characters and events: abstraction. 

The ambiguous abstraction of E3̂  obscene pajaro is 

accomplished in great part through the use of surrealis

tic techniques. The narration is stream of consciousness 

filled with dreams, delirium, insanity, senility and 

witchcraft, all'of which lend themselves te exaggeration 

and distortion of reality. Nevertheless, elements of 

concrete truth filter through the technical maze. 

The novel is a study of the corrupt side of human 

nature and the impact_of personal corruption on society 

as a whole. Donoso uses the story to point out internal 
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ugliness rather than external beauty, so obscenity has 

its function. 

The story in Ê ^ obscene pajaro is highly frag

mented, and temporal perception is obscured by confusion 

of past, present, and future. Further complications 

arise from contradictions of factual information, caused 

by a fusion of realistic and imaginary situations. At 

any rate, after a careful and complete reading of the 

novel, the story can be assembled to yield the following 

account of action. 

[ ^ Jeronimo de Azceitia, the last male heir te an 

y 

\

\ elaborate estate and the family name, returns from Europe 

"̂  M . . 
\ /after five years away from his native South American 

country. Don Clemente, his aged uncle, a retired priest, 

persuades him to stay at home and become a politician, 

thereby continuing a succession of family political 

power. At this point Jeronimo is twenty-eight years eld. 

Jeronimo meets the beautiful young aristocrat 

Ines de Santillana. They marry and reside at the country 

estate of Rinconada, where eventually, after years of 

conjugal disharmony, a son is born heir to the Azceitia 

name and empire. The child is horribly deformed. They 

simply call him Boy. Jeronimo decides te isolate Boy 

from the rest of society, confining him to Riconada, 
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surrounded by other human freaks to serve and protect 

him. 

Humberte Pehaloza, Jer5nimo's personal secretary, 

and an aspiring young writer, is assigned the task of 

administrating Boy's prison paradise. It soon becomes 

apparent that Humberte is the freak in this work of in

verted aesthetic values. He develops a persecution 

complex and is paranoid: so after an ulcer operation 

performed by Dr. Azula, Bey's personal physician, he is 

convinced that all his vital organs were extirpated to 

be transplanted in Bey. Humberto flees Rinconada. 

Seventeen years after the creation of the 

Rinconada prisen--fifteen years after Humberte's flight--

Jeronimo decides te visit Boy, lured to Rinconada by the 

corrupt administrators who remained there. After several 

weeks of gradual debasement during his stay at the 

estate, the senator (Jeronimo) is found dead, floating 

in a fountain below a ghoulish statue of the goddess 

Diana. 

Fifteen years prior to Jeronimo's death, when 

Humberte flees Rinconada, he (Humberto) seeks refuge in 

the Casa de Ejercicios Espirituales de la Encarnacion 

de la Chimba in the capital. There the Mother Superior, 

Madre Benita, hides him and protects him from those who 

would persecute him. Ironically the Casa de Ejercicios 
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IS owned by Jeronimo. It was constructed decades pre

viously in honor of the child saint Ines, of the 

Azceitia family. At the time of Humberte's arrival, the 

convent was already in a state of deterioration. 

The story of the convent is one of poverty, in

sanity, and witchcraft. Occurrences are based on fantasy 

and pure imagination. 

The Casa de Ejercicios is inhabited by a group of 

eld beggar women and retired servants together with some 

orphan girls. The only male is Mudito, handyman and 

guardian of the keys. He is deaf, dumb, and deformed, 

or at least he seems to be so. Mudito is the for'i.er 

Humberto Penaloza. 

The adolescent orphan Iris Mateluna has a false 

pregnancy which lasts more than a year. The eld women, 

who seem to be witches, decide that she is going to 

have a miraculous saviour child who will take them away 

to heaven in a carriage drawn by six white horses. In 

anxious anticipation they pamper the "virgin" mother. 

In a series of demented games, Mudito becomes 

the symbolic saviour child. Iris is then expelled from 

the convent as a where, and the old women tightly bind 

Mudito with bandages and sew him into sacks to hide him 

and te keep him for themselves. 
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Since the Casa de Ejercicios is about to be de

molished, the eld women are evacuated to a new home on 

the hill above the convent, their desired heaven. Mudito, 

debilitated, is forgotten among the sacks of "zapallo" 

stored in the delapidated chapel. A beggar unknowingly 

takes him away in the sacks to a campsite under a bridge 

on a cold winter day. There Mudito, transformed into 

disparate rubbish, is burned for fuel. 

The plot structure of E_l obscene pajaro, however 

haphazard it may seem, actually conforms te a rather 

traditional format: introduction, exposition, develop

ment, recapitulation, coda. Appropriate transitions are 

included. Whether or not the coincidence of literary 

and musical form is intentional en the part of the author 

is not critical to this analysis, but the similarities 

are worthy of note. 

Chapter 1, including all three of its subdivisions, 

serves as an introduction to the novel. The content 

deals principally with the plight of the inhabitants 

of the Casa de Ejercicios. Brigida's story insinuates 

the conditions of the other old women of the convent. 

The circumstances surrounding the mystical orphan Iris 

Mateluna are begun in this chapter. Again, at the end 

of the first chapter, the dispossession of the defunct 

Brigida's array of belongings is a forecast of the 
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displacement of the old women at the end of the novel. 

Life in the convent is summarized well in this intro

ductory section of the plot. 

Not only does the introduction forecast the 

destiny of the inhabitants of the Casa de Ejercicios, 

but it also forecasts the alternating denotative, conne

tative, and ambiguously abstract style of the author in 

his imaginative presentation of plot. There is a gradual 

progression from clarity of expression to obscurity of 

expression caused by the introduction of elements of 

merged and mutated narration. 

Several significant sub-themes are presented in 

the expository section of the novel comprehending 

chapters 2 through 8. The story of the child saint 

Ines de Azceitia is followed by the story of Iris 

Mateluna's ambiguous pregnancy which is expected to lead 

to the miraculous birth of a saviour child. The found

ing of the Casa de Ejercicios is revealed. Iris's story 

is further pursued, and the ambiguities of her pregnancy 

are explored at length. Her pregnancy and the role of 

her unborn child constitute the dominant theme of the 

exposition of the novel. Clarifications are given in 

the developmental section of the novel. 

Chapter 9 is perhaps the most obscure and ambi

guous part of E_l obscene pajaro. It, the chapter, is 
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transitory in nature, a justification for its ambiguous 

nature. Mudito has been locked out of the convent, 

which he has not left for many years, by Iris Mateluna. 

He is terrified and becomes delirious from the shock of 

the experience. In his incoherent delirium he reveals 

to Madre Benita a series of past events which shed light 

en the present situation of the convent and on his own 

apprehensive psychological state. This transitional 

chapter leads directly te the developmental section of 

the novel. 

The developmental section of EĴ  obsceno pajaro, 

chapters 10 through 17, elaborates and clarifies the 

ambiguities of the exposition. A dissected version of 

events is therein presented. An exact account of 

Jeronimo de Azceitia's life is told to supplant the in

sinuations in the exposition. Although Jeronimo's 

story is the principal motif of the development, there 

are other motifs which are explored in depth. The 

witch Peta Ponce is exposed. The psychological per-

turbances of Ines, Jeronimo's wife, are explained. The 

role of the mangy yellow dog, symbol of a sinister world, 

is expanded. Finally the story of Boy, is amplified. 

The unity of the development is found in the many 

recurrent references to Mudito's delirium. These fre

quent interruptions function as brief transitions between 
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otherwise disconnected events. 

The story of Humberto Pehaloza is extensively 

discussed in the prolonged developmental section. His 

story necessarily includes the story of Rinconada, since 

what happened at Rinconada was the source of his destruc

tion and the reason for his second identity as Mudito. 

The numerous intrigues that Humberto experiences among 

the freaks at the estate cause him to become extremely 

paranoid. Dr. Azula, Boy's personal physician, and 

Emperatriz, an assistant administratrix, are the princi

pal contrivers against him. 

Humberto seems to develop an ulcer, and an 

operation is performed by Dr. Azula. After the opera

tion, Pehaloza is delirious and paranoid. This state 

of delirium is paralleled by the delirium of Mudito in 

chapter 9 and functions as a major transition leading 

to the recapitulation section of plot structure. This 

feature of chapter 18, its parallelism to chapter 9, is 

crucial to the unity of the novel. 

Chapters 19 through 29 constitute a recapitula

tion and further development of sub-themes presented 

in the exposition. There is a definite return te the 

subject of the Casa de Ejercicios. The chapel is being 

demolished. Iris's symbolic child is bern--it happens 

te be Mudito. Ines de Azceitia becomes a recluse at 
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the convent, and eventually she goes mad. There are 

insinuations that Peta Ponce is using witchcraft to in

vade the life of the convent. Numerous digressions re

present and develop previous themes about Brigida, Dr. 

Azula and Emperatriz, Mudito as Iris's miraculous child. 

Bey and his monstrous world at Rinconada, Jeronimo's 

death, and the ultimate destiny of the old women of the 

convent. 

Chapter 30 is a coda to the novel. The dominant 

tone is one of resignation to death, and there is a 

notable relaxation of tension. 

The principal character of the novel is Mudito, 

whose real identity is Humberte Pehaloza. The first 

ambiguities which arise in the characterization of this 

person, who is also the narrator, are evidenced by the 

suggestive qualities of his two names. Whether intended 

by the author or not, the name Humberte seems to be a 

combination of "humilde" and "Roberto," while Pehaloza 

suggests "pena" and "leza." The rustic elements versus 

the refined elements are consistent with the character's 

contradictory nature: his lower middle class origins 

and his intellectual finesse. Humberto is an aspiring 

young writer. 

When Humberto, as Jeronimo de Azceitia's personal 

secretary, assumes the role of chief administrator of 
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Boy's Rinconada, he still has his sanity. However, after 

two years of living among deformed and abnormal people, 

he becomes paranoid because of his normality. His pre

sence at Rinconada becomes ambiguous because of the in

version of the aesthetic values of beauty and normality. 

Jeronimo foresees Humberto's dilemma in a conversation 

with Emperatriz, who will be directress of Rinconada. 

--Mira, para decir las cosas claras, es 
esto: Humberte no es monstruo. Es un ser 
normal, comun y cerriente, feito y harto 
insignificante el pobre. Pero comprenderas 
que su posicion entre nosetros sera bastante 
ambigua. 

--cPero por que? 
--Porque su presencia siempre nos recerdara 

lo que no somes. Terminaremos por odiarlo. 
--Quizas tengas razon. Pero el papel de 

Humberto entre ustedes es importante por lo 
menos por dos razones. Una, porque un unico ser 
normal en un mundo de monstruos adquiere e_l_ la 
categoria de fenomeno al ser anormal, trans-
fermandoles a ustedes en normales. Para Bey, 
el encarnara la experiencia de lo monstruoso.°^ 

Humberte is also constantly implicated as the 

possible sire of Jeronimo's monstrous child Boy. The 

truth is never clearly revealed and the facts remain 

ambiguous. 

The name Mudito means mute and serves as a dis

guise for Humberto Penaloza. Mudito is alleged to be a 

deaf mute: whether he is, or just pretends te be, is 

never quite clear. There is abundant information to 

support either case, and the ambiguous conflict is 
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summarized in a dialog near the end of the novel. Iris 

Mateluna tries to convince the old women of the convent 

that Mudito is neither deaf nor mute, but they refuse te 

believe her. 

--iOir tus cochinadas? 
--iCome, si es sordo? 
--No es sordo. 
--Mentirosa. 
--iNo te da vergiienza. I r i s ? 
--No... el me oblige a tocarlo... 
--;Asquerosa! 
--iCome va a ser que una chiquilla tan 

chica... ? 
--Es verdad... y me preguntaba cosas: 

que mas... que mas. 
--Es mudo. 
--No puede preguntar nada. 
--No es mudo: es un mentirose. 
--iNo te atrevas a decir blasfemias centra 

el nihor35 

Mudito is the all-seeing eye of Ê ^ obsceno pajaro. 

Through his imagination he is able te mutate and confis

cate the identity of other characters. He himself says 

he is ". . . Humberto, Mudito, vieja, guagua, idiota, 

fluctuante mancha de humedad en la pared, . . . " and 

8 6 
many ether things. He is also a witch, a yellow dog, 

and a mask. This ability to mutate via imagination makes 

Mudito highly ambiguous. 

In an allegorical sense, Mudito seems te be the 

symbol of the mistreated "underdogs" of Latin American 

societies. The voices of the underdogs are never heard. 

Mudito feels that the wealthy and corrupt Jeronimo de 
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Azceitia is the cause of his mental and physical deteri

oration. His (Mudito's) only function is to witness 

the greatness of Jeronimo, and for that reason he wishes 

to eliminate himself in order te destroy Jeronimo. As 

an allegory Mudito's existence is ambiguous. 

Iris Mateluna is a sensual adolescent orphan just 

past puberty who resides in the convent. Her morality 

is questionable. There are indications that she regular

ly escapes from the convent to walk the streets of the 

city. When she becomes pregnant no one believes that 

she has actually had sexual relations with a man, se the 

eld women of the convent think she is a virgin who will 

have a miraculous saviour child who will rescue them 

from oblivion. However, Iris is considered by Mudito 

and the old women to be only a receptacle containing the 

child. She herself is a shell of which must be disposed 

after the birth of the infant. Mudito fancies keeping 

her in a miniature music box, but the old women are mere 

practical: they ban her from the convent and force her 

te become a prostitute. 

Iris's false pregnancy lasts mere than a year. 

During this time her true nature is shrouded in ambi

guities. Is she a virgin or a whore, a saint or a 

witch? 
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Ins Mateluna's child exists only in the imagina

tion of other characters, yet this imaginary child is 

the motive for a major portion of the action of the 

novel. There are several ambiguities surrounding the 

unborn child, stemming from conflicts between reality 

and imagination. The eld women want to make it an 

"imbunche" and a saint, a contradiction.^"^ Mudito wants 

to "return" it to Jeronimo who knows nothing of it. The 

unborn child's father is said to be Jeronimo, Mudito, 

and Romualde, even though Iris is presumed to be a 

virgin. The child is equated with Christ, because he 

will be the saviour of the world of the convent; but 

after a symbolic birth, the atrophied and deteriorating 

Mudito emerges as the monstrous savior child. Iris 

Mateluna's imaginary infant is certainly one of profound 

ambiguity. 

Jeronimo de Azceitia's only male heir, his son, 

is simply called Bey, an abstract name chosen to hide 

the son's real identity, since he is physically deformed. 

Ironically Jeronimo himself, in France, had been affec

tionately nicknamed "boy" by his French girlfriends. 

The implications, of course, are ambiguous for both 

father and son. 

At age seventeen Bey mysteriously escapes from 

his imprisonment at Rinconada for five days. He discovers 
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the real world and what his father has done to him, and 

then he returns despondent. 

--Es solo el interior de mis patios lo que 
imperta. El resto es de ustedes para que 
hagan lo que quieran, no me interesa, quedate 
con todo, Emperatriz, te regale teda la 
Rinconada y lo demas, tu y Azula y los monstruos 
de primera, que hagan lo que se les antoje con 
mi fortuna cuando mi padre muera si me permiten 
convertirme de neuve en abstraccion. Despues 
de cinco dias afuera no me interesa vivir. Un 
poeta dijo: "iVivir? iVivir? iQue es ese? 
Dejemos que nuestros sirvientes lo hagan en 
nuestro lugar". Ustedes son mis sirvientes. 
Ustedes viviran le que yo me niego a vivir. 
Ahora que conezce la realidad, solo lo artificial 
me interesa.38 

He conspires, as a result of his temporary free

dom, to destroy his father, who has imprisoned him, and 

confiscate the family estate and fortune. This is, 

whether intentional or not on the part of Donoso, an 

allusion te the famed topic of Calderon's La vida es 

suene, and allusion is a device of ambiguity. 

A hungry yellow dog appears at Rinconada and 

steals food from Jeronimo's four vicious guard dogs. 

Jeronimo wants te kill the intruder, but his wife Ines 

prevents it and protects the female dog. Finally Jeronimo 

ignores his wife's pleas and orders his dogs to attack and 

kill the mongrel. The corpse, however, is never found. 

The same yellow dog is seen in the capital by Mudito, who 

is terrorized by her presence. Logically she cannot be the 

same dog because of the seventeen-year lapse of time. 
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but in Mudito's mind she is the same one. The yellow 

bitch symbolizes the collective subconscious of the 

world of witchcraft, and, equally significant, she 

symbolizes the hidden corruption of a decadent society. 

Symbolism is another device of ambiguity. 

Jose Donoso himself explains Peta (Petra) Pence's 

ambiguity. 

Y luego hay una cosa muy curiesa: la bruja 
eterna, la mujer eterna, la (que se yo) perra 
amarilla, la mujer llena de pederes, destructora, 
curiosamente, se llama Peta Ponce. Y esta es 
la anecdota que quiero contarte. Mi familia se 
va a horrorizar. iPere que se va a hacer! No 
quiero que se pierda. La familia de mi madre es 
comparativamente nueva en Chile. Es decir, 
nueva, ha estado en Chile desde siempre, pero, 
digames, que ha tenido figuracion solo dentre 
de las iiltimas tres generaciones (que es 
bastante poco). Entonces sucede que esta familia 
nueva, que pretendia a ciertos blasones a les 
cuales no tenia derecho, etc., etc., decia que 
en realidad mi bisabuela por parte mi madre, es 
decir la madre de mi abuela Yanez, se llamaba 
Josefina Pence de Leon y Guerrero de las Infantas. 
Ye alcance a conocer a un viejo que murio 
centenario en Chile que se llamaba don Luis 
Arrieta Cahas. A mi siempre me preocupo esa 
ambigiiedad social de la familia de me madre (que 
ha sido una familia muy brillante). Entonces 
ye, preocupado, adolescente, hable con don Luis 
Arrieta, que era un viejite de barba blanca 
que vivia en su cama. Fui a verlo con Hernan 
Diaz Arrieta (Alone), y entonces aquel me 
explico: "Mire, lo que pasa es que en su 
familia su abuela no se llamaba asi. Se abuela 
se llamaba Peta Pence y tenia una casa de juege 
en la Chimba, una cesa un poco ambigua. Y se 
decia que hacia grandes cerrerias por el pais 
en una carreta trayendo y llevande mujeres no 
se sabe a donde ni para que. Entonces, su 
abuelo y su tie abuelo Eliodore, que fueron des 
hembres muy brillantes [ir.i tie abuelo fue 
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candidate a la presidencia de Chile, mi 
abuelo fue diputade] viajaban por el pais 
en esta carreta de su bisabuela [esta 
especie de Madre Coraje criella, digames] 
estudiando sus libros de texto y sus leyes 
y sus cosas de celegio para ser lo que fueron 
despues". Toda la historia de Peta Ponce 
y de esa carreta llena de mujeres que mi 
abuela trasladaba de un lado para etro, mi 
familia niega de plane que haya existido. 
Ahora, a mi me divirtio mucho darle ese 
nombre a este personaje porque en el momento 
que me le cento Luis Arrieta, me perturbo 
enormemente. Peta Ponce encarna, miticamente 
para mi, la ambigiiedad . 89 

There is no specific reference te the geographi

cal location in the setting of ^ obsceno pajaro. The 

action takes place in a South American country where 

the winters are cold and bleak. Perhaps there are 

allusions to Chile, homeland of Donoso, but the vague 

circumstances of setting could allude to other Latin 

American countries, leaving interpretation of place 

sufficiently ambiguous to create a sense of universality. 

Detailed descriptions of realistic physical 

surroundings are minimized in the novel. Physical 

setting generally serves as a reflective backdrop for 

action, attitudes, and moods of the characters, since 

the social, moral, and emotional environment of the 

characters is the salient feature of setting. 

There are two principal subdivisions of setting: 

the Casa de Ejercicios in the capital, and the country 

estate of Rinconada. The Casa de Ejercicios is an 
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enormous old structure which in recent years has been 

neglected. There are realistic descriptions of its 

delapidated and abandoned state. The numerous patios, 

cloisters, cells, corridors, stairways, hidden passage

ways, and basements are cold, dark, and forbidding. 

Windows and doors leading to the outside are boarded. 

The dreary, secretive, condemned edifice reflects the 

spiritual state of its inhabitants. 

Rinconada, a plush country estate, is eventually 

gutted. All signs of human presence are removed--furni-

ture, paintings, sculptures, etc.--to provide a sterile 

environment for Boy, Jeronimo's monstrous child. The 

interior of the house is then populated with naked, de

formed people who take care of Boy and shelter him from 

any outside contact with society, while the exterior is 

left luxurious to accommodate the hundreds of freakish 

servants who are contracted for the maintenance of the 

elaborate estate. 

The physical setting, however realistically de

scribed, is of secondary importance. Both the Casa de 

Ejercicios and Rinconada are merely shells of external 

reality. Therein lies the principal ambiguity of 

setting in El̂  obsceno pajaro: connetative setting. In 

mere forceful terms setting can be classified as a 

metaphor, since, in effect, physical realities are 
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figuratively equated with spiritual realities. 

Point of view in this novel is complex. The 

protagonist Mudito is also the narrator, so his account 

of action is not that of an objective omniscient 

narrator. To further complicate matters Mudito has the 

fantastic ability to mutate as narrator and assume 

different points of view. VJhile the first person 

narration continues throughout most of the novel, the 

"yo" is not necessarily the same person, thus creating 

a series of conflicting eyewitness reports. Yet, some

how, on a second plane of consciousness the reader 

realizes that Mudito's biases are still present, be

cause he has simply assumed the identity of other 

characters, not become the characters. 

Multiple viewpoints tend to create a sort of 

overall ambiguity. The viewpoints are naturally con

flicting if posed one against the other, but taken 

collectively they tend te neutralize themselves and 

resolve into a consensus which reveals the essence of 

occurrences. The truth is enigmatic when only one view

point is considered, because the whole truth is in

complete in such form. The ambiguous point of view of 

El obsceno pajaro, therefore, is due principally to 

fragmentation. 
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Donoso's style is certainly compatible with the 

circumstances of the narration. The stream of conscious 

of Mudito alternates among lucidity, delirium, and 

senility. In moments of lucidity the narrative style 

is realistic, precise, and succinct. The meaning of any 

given passage of this sort can be interpreted literally, 

so the reader tends to accept as fact the information 

presented. This denotative quality of style is demon

strated as the beginning of Jeronimo's biography is 

seriously initiated in the opening lines of chapter 10. 

EL PORTON SE ABRIO. Ella le dio la bienvenida 
con una senrisa acogedora y le condujo a 
traves del patio, entre las palomas indiferentes 
que piceteaban las baldosas, hasta el etro lado 
del corredor. Sentandese, se reclino en el 
respaldo del sillon. El crujido del mimbre era 
cerdialisimo bajo la sombra de la madreselva 
que deveraba las pilastras. La sirviente [sic] 
dijo que su tie no habia llegado, pero no 
tardaria. Jeronimo tomo un sorbo de aguardiente 
y le die las gracias. Hizo chasquear sus dedos 
para interrumpir a las palomas, pero continuaron 
ensimismadas bajo el sol vertical, persistiendo 
en su coloquio monotone, que la retirada de la 
sirviente [sic ] cruzando entre ellas tampece 
logro interrumpir.90 

At times the narrative style reflects the delir

ium and confusion in Mudito's mind. Ideas are fragmented 

or abbreviated and frequently mingled with ether ideas in 

run-on sentences. The result is that the reader hesi

tates or refuses to accept the ideas as fact; yet, seme-

how, a vague, but true, account of facts is felt to exist. 
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Even a delirious and rambling mind can reveal truths 

of a subconscious reality. This type of passage--in-

spired by the author's fertile imagination, bordering 

on fantasy--is highly connetative; and because of its 

imprecision it breeds ambiguity. Observe this passage 

from chapter 9, perhaps the most confused and obscure 

chapter of the novel. 

cVES? PALABRA POR palabra. No te mire 
ni una sola vez mientras escribi el prologe. 
Pero til no me quitaste la vista de encima: 
todo el tiempo senti el arco voltaico de tu 
mirada escudrihandome. Una quietud inmensa 
nos ha envuelto durante mas de dos horas. 
Ponge punto final. Pero no levanto la vista 
de las hejas de mi prologe, ponge una coma 
aqui, un acento alia, indico parrafo aparte 
con dos rayas paralelas, cualquier cosa, 
porque no me puede desprender de lo que acabo 
de escribir a pesar de que siento que te 
estas levantande del sillon bajo el espejo. 
Cuando por fin alzo la vista te vee encuadrado 
en ese espejo borroso, deforme mi rostro 
angustiado en esa agua turbia en que se ahoga 
mi mascara, el reflejo que jamas me dejara 
huir, ese monstruo que me centempla y que se 
rie con mi cara porque tu te has ido. Boy, 
ni siquiera lees el prologe que he escrito 
anunciando tu nacimiento para que sepas quien 
eres, y ellos vuelven, sin sus perros 
hambrientos esta vez, para decirme bueno, 
puedes irte, andate, largate de aqui que mas 
el trabaje que nos has dado y que no te 
volvamos a ver el polvo, tienes suerte que 
te soltemos, el futre no pudo venir, telefeneo 
para decir que lo siente mucho pero que todo 
es tan insignificante, tan sin importancia, 
que no vale la pena caminar las dos cuadras 
desde su casa hasta la comisaria, sobre todo 
con esta termenta que no amaina, nunca he 
visto llever asi, el cielo se esta cayendo, 
ya, que sen esos papeles, tomalos, son tuyes, 
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metelos en tu bolsillo si quieres, nosetros 
no queremes quedarnos con mugre, llevatelos, 
ya, afuera se ha dicho, que nos imperta que 
un mendige come tu se moje, debes estar 
acostumbrado, te refugiaras en la glerieta de 
algun parque, bajo la barriga de brence de 
alguna estatua ecuestre en una plaza hasta que 
pare la lluvia, que se ye, o volveras al rio, 
debajo del puente se cengrega la gente como 
tu, ya, a la calle, y cuidadito con entrar a 
las casas de los caballeros aunque no robes 
nada, mira que otra vez no te va a ir tan bien 
come te fue hoy...y huyo, Madre Benita, por el 
parque y por la lluvia" sin perros acosandome, 
huyo, perdido en las calles, ahogado por el 
vacio sin direccion en que me encuentro porque 
la lluvia lo borra todo, la Casa, donde esta 
la Casa, come llego a la Casa, esta lluvia 
brutal puede diselver la estructura de barro, 
el adobe viejo tiene que caer, los laberintes 
empapados tienen que desmoronarse, pero no, 
no caeran, todas las viejas, acogedoras y 
solicitas, y la Madre Benita tambien, estan 
esperando para abrirme el perton, para dejarme 
entrar y encerrarme y protegerme, como no me 
van a proteger y cuidar si me encentraron 
tirade incensciente junto al perton que se 
tiene que abrir para dejarme entrar.91 

The facts are se obscured and abstracted by ele

ments of style and confusion of ideas, that the meaning 

can only be felt vaguely through the passage's conneta

tive level of expression. Mudito has gone outside the 

convent, has had terrifying experiences, and has re

turned in a state of shock. After the frenzy of this 

part of chapter 9, there is an abrupt change of style 

at the beginning of chapter 10, previously cited. 

Donoso is not as interested in linguistic games 

as Cortazar. He, Donoso, does not invent and deform 
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words; instead he uses conventional language to express 

non-conventional ideas and concepts. Style is as 

imaginative as content in EĴ  obsceno pajaro. 

The symbols found in this novel are not specific 

m nature, that is, not limited to one interpretation. 

They are deliberately vague, and one symbol may allude 

to many things. The mask of El Gigante can be a symbol 

of "machismo" and it can be a symbol of the social masks 

that people wear in their daily public lives. The mangy 

yellow dog can be a symbol, in this case definitely an 

abstraction, of witchcraft, or of the disguised corrup

tion of society. Donoso himself makes a statement en 

the symbolism in E^ obsceno pajaro, but not specifically 

referring te the two examples cited above: "Lo que yo 

quiero es que estos scan simbeles dinamicos, vagos, 

9 2 
ambiguos, opacos." 

The stream of consciousness technique employed in 

this novel is accomplished in part by syntactical devices. 

In a narration en the conscious level, one might expect 

ideas to be expressed in simple, compound, and complex 

sentences, appropriately punctuated, to convey logic and 

lucidity. The subconscious, however, rambles, and ideas 

are sometimes jumbled and incoherent. Te reflect this 

state of mind Donoso has utilized many run-on sentences, 

sometimes two or more pages in length, and has ignored 
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traditional punctuation in much of the narrative of El 

obsceno pajaro. 

"In written language, including the language of 

fiction, tone is that quality, primarily a quality of 

style, that reveals the attitudes of the author toward 

his subject and toward his audience."^^ Donoso exhibits 

no inhibition and no sentimentality in the tone of his 

novel. He is bold and audacious in his approach to both 

style and subject. He can never be accused of under

statement. Te the contrary, he tends toward overstate

ment, exaggeration. Yet the tone of E_l obsceno pajaro, 

a product of style, is entirely appropriate for the 

general objectives of the novel. 

There are thirty numbered, but untitled, sections 

in Ej^ obsceno pajaro which might be called chapters. 

Some of them are whole units, while ethers are subdivided 

into two, three, or four parts. The subdivisions are 

neither numbered nor titled. They are indicated by spac

ing from the previous subdivision and full capitalization 

of the first three words, capitalization which is other

wise insignificant. Most of the subdivisions within a 

given chapter are clearly related to each other, although 

at times they are separated by an undetermined time span, 

causing seme ambiguities as a result. There are no large 

sections to group chapters and indicate the major 
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divisions of plot structure, although such divisions 

do seem te exist as previously discussed in the analysis 

of plot structure. 

Donoso uses descriptive techniques in El̂  obsceno 

pajaro which tend to concentrate on details and to main

tain a moderate pace of narration. He limits the use of 

panoramic visions of setting and action, which normally 

tends to accelerate the pace of the narration. Instead, 

he uses syntactical devices to accomplish the same re

sults without destroying the intensity of a detailed, 

close-up narration. Run-on sentences allow him te ex

press the thoughts of the delirious Mudito and the senile 

old women of the convent in a rapid succession of dis

junct ideas so characteristic of both states of mind. 

This technique often causes inexplicable ambiguities 

whose abstraction serves te create moods and atmosphere. 

All the chapters and subdivisions, from the 

beginning to the end of the novel, commence "in medias 

res". There are no time references or ether transitions 

which immediately clarify each new scene. This is a 

cinematographic technique which generates temporaiy 

ambiguities, ambiguities that might be or miglit not be 

resolved by the end of the novel. Such a process of 

fragmentation is similar to that of the plot structure 

and point of view of La Casa Verde. 
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There are passages in Ll_ obsceno pajaro which are 

remarkably similar to passages in La Casa Verde in refer

ence te techniques of merged narration, and the ambi

guities that arise are the same in both novels. The 

following passage is a scene depicting a sexual episode 

between Mudito and Iris Mateluna. Mudito is wearing a 

large cardboard mask. The mask of El Gigante is the 

symbol of virility. The use of indirect dialog--direct, 

unquoted discourse--, incorporated into the narration, 

is a common feature of both novels. 

Nada en mi titubea. Ni mis manes encendidas 
ni mi sexe entusiasmado mientras ella acaricia 
mi mejilia de cartonpiedra, ni mi peso que la 
aplasta obligandola a contonearse con los ojos 
bajos, eres mi amor, quiero casarme contige 
porque eres tan lindo, porque es tan rico el 
nanay que me estas haciendo, no me dejes, mas 
nanay, mas y yo le doy mas y mas amor porque 
puede darle todo el amor hasta hartarla... 
hasta que sea hora de separarnos, tenge que 
irme, Gigante, te promete que voy a salir 
contige toda una noche para ir a reirnos y 
bailar juntos, si, Gina, y te voy a comprar 
cosas lindas, cuando, Gigante, dime cuando, 
no se, no puede prometerte nada porque no se 
cuando voy a poder volver a este barrio otra 
vez porque si me pillan los caballeros turces 
entonces me van a echar de la pega, no ves 
que tenge que recorrer todos los barrios cerca 
de les Almancenes Martin Pescador, que saco 
con recorrer siempre el mismo barrio si lo que 
yo hago es publicidad y para ese me pagan, 
cuando, entonces, Gigante, no se, no se, bueno, 
te espero todas las tardes en la ventana del 
pise de arriba, voy a estar cateando para ver 
si vienes y asi salir a juntarme contige, 
hazme una sena y bajo... adios, Gigante, rico 
el nanay, adios Gina, y quede esperandote 
escondide entre las rocas de la gruta.94 
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The passage is introduced by a short, concise, 

declarative sentence which is narrated in first person 

singular, serving as an anchor or point of orientation 

for the succeeding narration. The rest of the paragraph 

is a succession of complicated phrases and clauses which 

demand scrutiny for analysis. 

"Ni mis manes encendidas ni mi sexe entusiasmado 

mientras ella acaricia mi mejilla de cartonpiedra, ni 

mi peso que la aplasta obligandola a centornarse con les 

ojos bajos" is actually a part of the first sentence. 

"Eres mi amor" is an ambiguous utterance. If these are 

the words of Mudito (El Gigante), they should be asso

ciated with the clauses that precede them; but if they 

are the words of Iris (Gina), they should be associated 

with the clauses that fellow them. This illustrates 

Empson's fourth type ambiguity. "Quiere casarme contige 

porque eres tan lindo, porque es tan rice el nanay que 

me estas haciendo, no me dejes, mas nanay, mas" consti

tutes either Iris's thoughts or her spoken words, 

ambiguous of course. The next clause narrates Mudito's 

thoughts or words: "y yo le doy mas y ir.as amor porque 

puede darle todo el amor hasta hartarla ... hasta que 

sea hora de separarnos." "Tenge que irme" again presents 

the doubt of Empson's fourth type ambiguity: they are 
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either the words of Mudito or Iris, and they either pre

cede or continue what is before or after. "Gigante, te 

promete que voy a salir contige teda una noche para ir 

a reirnos y bailar" are definitely Iris's words. The 

"si" that fellows is either an affirmation by Iris or an 

answer from Mudito. "Gina, y te voy a comprar cosas 

lindas" are Mudito's words, and "cuando, Gigante, dime 

cuando" echoes Iris's interrogation. "No se, no puede 

prometerte nada porque no se cuando voy a poder volver 

a este barrio otra vez porque si me pillan les 

caballeros turces entonces me van a echar de la pega, no 

ves que tenge que recorrer todos los barrier cerca de 

les Almacenes Martin Pescador" is Mudito's answer, but he 

is pretending te be Romualde, the owner and usual occu

pant of the cardboard mask called El Gigante. Mudito 

borrowed (rented) the mask. Then there is a question 

without appropriate punctuation: "que saco con recorrer 

siempre el mismo barrio si lo que yo hago es publicidad 

y para eso me pagan." Iris retorts, "cuando, entonces, 

Gigante." Mudito responds, "no se, no se." Iris is 

resigned when she says "bueno, te espero todas las tardes 

en la ventana del pise de arriba, voy a estar 

cateando para ver si vienes y asi salir a juntarme 

contige, hazme una seha y bajo... adios, Gigante." 

"Rico el nanay" could be either Mudito's or Iris's words. 
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"Adios Gina, y quede esperandote entre las rocas de la 

gruta" are Mudito's final thoughts, not audible to Iris. 

Merged narration has also been observed in both 

La Casa Verde and Rayuela, but Donoso delves deeper into 

the mysteries of narrative techniques to produce what 

might be called mutated narration. This aspect of the 

narrative in E_l. obscene pajaro is closely tied to the 

mutating character Mudito, who is also narrator on the 

subconscious level. The passage to fellow is one form 

of mutated narration. It begins in the third person as 

Mudito, shifts te a series of mutating "yo"--the "ye" 

is a different person each time--, stabilizes in the 

first person singular as Madre Benita, and closes in the 

third person as Mudito again. It may be noted that 

along with the mutative quality of this passage there 

are traces of merged narration. 

iPer que se cubre la cara con las manes, Madre? 
Huye corriendo por los pasillos, por las galerias, 
por los patios, per les claustros, las viejas 
siguiendola, pidiendole, las caras nudesas, los 
ojos implorantes y legahosos, una vez opaca 
porque la chalina le protege la boca de un frio 
imaginarie, de un centagio imaginario, otra vez 
aspera de tanto fumar, de tanto tomar te 
hirviendo para calentar el cuerpe ateride, laanos 
extendidas para tecarle el habito, para retenerla, 
para sujetarla por el delantal de mezclilla, por 
una manga, no se vaya, Madre, yo quiero el catre 
de bronce, a mi sus anteojes que a veces me 
prestaba porque ye no tenge anteojes y me gusta 
leer diaries aunque scan viejos, una frazada para 
mi porque pase tanto frio en las noches hasta en 
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las noches de verano, yo era amiga, a mi me 
queria mas, yo era vecina por la derecha, yo 
por la izquierda, yo le cortaba las uhas hasta 
las unas de los pies y ademas los calles porque 
cuando yo era joven trabajaba de manicura, a 
mi me queria mucho mas que a la Amalia que le 
cobraba de mas por lavarle la ropa, tenazas con 
dedos de madera me sujetan los brazos, bocas 
arrugadas exigen cosas que no se que son, yo 
soy viuda, la tijerita era mia, mire el pelo de 
Rafaelito, Madre Benita, que pena que el nine 
este pelade ahora y hasta gordo dicen que se 
ha pueste, una aguja que le preste el etro dia 
no mas, y ye un crochet, y yo unos betones. 
Estas manes resecas tienen mas fuerza que las 
mias, dedos que crecen, como ramas para 
retenerme, sus ruegos y letanias me amarran, 
para mi, para mi, Madre Benita, ye quiero, yo 
necesito, por que no me regala a mi el te que 
le sobro a la Brigida mire que soy tan pobre, 
no, a esa no, a mi, demelo a mi, esa tiene fama 
de ladrona, no se descuide con las cosas mire 
que se las puede robar, demelo a mi, a mi, 
viejas de voces blandas como bolas de pelusas 
que la necesidad o la cedicia alborotan en un 
rincon, unas requiebrajadas, ropa inmunda que 
se les cae del cuerpe, cuerpos hediondos de 
vejez me arriman contra esta mampara de 
vidrios rotes, la Have, abro, salge, cierre. 
Hago girar la lave por fuera. La saco y me 
la mete en el bolsillo del delantal. iPer 
fin, Dios mio! Se quedaron prisioneras detras 
de la puerta, acumulando polvo. Per les 
hoyes de les vidrios quebrades se asoman sus 
brazes, sus rostros descompuestos per los 
visajes... se apaga el rumor de sus veces 
implerando.^ ̂  

Mutated narration occurs two ways. Firstly, the 

narrative person (1 s_t or 3rd_ person) is constant, but 

the characters using that voice frequently change, as 

in the case of the "ye" of the preceding passage. 

Secondly, the narrative person varies, but the underlying 

character is constant, as in the following example. The 
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constant is Mudito, who projects his own sympathetic 

sentiments into the otherwise inanimate mask called 

El Gigante, indicated by the first person singular; but 

he is also a member of the crowd, indicated by the first 

person plural. 

De un tiron Anselmo me arranca un pedaze 
de oreja y le exhibe ante nuestros gritos y 
aplausos. La Iris se le arrebata. Se 
arrodilla gimiende para ponerme el pedaze de 
oreja de nuevo pero no puede, no se pega, y 
alguien le da una patada y despues pisetean 
ese pedazo de mi oreja. La Iris queda hincada 
junto a mi, llerande porque ya sabe lo que va a 
pasar, lo que nosetros, calientes con la 
juerga, vamos a hacer conmigo y ye no tenge 
manes para defenderme ni piernas para huir, solo 
ojos para mirar y esta fina piel de pintura para 
sentir los golpes. 

--Miren, miren le que hicieren, la oreja, 
el patron me va a matar, la hicieren tira de 
adrede, desgraciados, me van a tener que pagar 
la compostura. 

--No tiene compostura, Romualde. Estai 
frite. 

Me van pasando de mano en mano, me dejan 
caer al suelo, me tiran al aire, la Iris me 
persigue para salvarme, la dejan que me tome, 
me arrebatan de sus manes, no, no, que no 
maten al Gigante, es bueno, me vuelven a hacer 
volar, magullado, dolorido, raspade, el 
cartonpiedra gris revelado bajo los cdorinches 
de me piel pintada, mi dejan caer al suelo, se 
me parte el sombrero, eso por lo menos no duele. 
Romualde se arrastra hasta les pies de uno de 
nosetros, donde he quedade: Anselmo. En el 
mismo memento en que Romualde me va a cubrir 
con su cuerpe para defenderme Anselmo me empuja 
con su pie y me manda rodando hasta les pies 
de Aniceto, que pregunta: 

--Quiube, le vai a devolverle la plata al 

^ ' ' ° ' MO " 
--No . 
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The abstract nature of Eĵ  obscene pajaro is not 

entirely obvious on examination of specific instances 

of ambiguity throughout the novel. The abstraction is 

perceptible on a broader overall view of the novel. The 

minor occurrences of ambiguity are like shapeless blobs 

of color and indistinct forms in a contemporary paint

ing, the ensemble of which creates an unexplainable yet 

realizable feeling of verity. Abstraction of reality 

(the obscure nature of it) is metaphysical in nature. 

It is the suggestive quality of abstraction that has the 

greatest impact on the observer. Abstraction stimulates 

the imagination, since there are no answers, only ques

tions. Only an aggressive reader can appreciate the 

abstract qualities of ^ obscene pajaro. 

Yerko Moretic gives insight to literary uses of 

abstraction as he discusses his theory on "formalismo." 

La abstraccion, come operacion mental, es una 
conquista del pensamiento, conquista destinada 
a facilitar, a traves de condensaciones del 
conocimiento obtenido de la practica, el 
progreso del saber, el cual no necesita asi 
repetir una y otra vez todo el desarrollo del 
conocimiento adquirido a le largo de la historia. 
La literatura, como sintesis, es ya, en tal 
sentido, abstraccion, pues tipifica, caracteriza 
en la imagen, condensa determinados mementos del 
devenir humane, se vale de categorias esteticas. 
El formalismo quiere ir mas alia, quiere 
superabstraer abstracciones y da come resultado 
el ocultamiento de la realidad. Hay en la 
literatura formalista desprecio por la claridad, 
desprecio por la razon y desprecio por la 
capacidad y la necesidad comprensiva del 
pijblico a cuya conciencia esta destinada e 
debiera estar destinada esa literatura.97 
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It is in view of dictionary definitions of 

abstraction and Moretic's explanation of it that one can 

catalog a few representative examples of abstraction 

caused by ambiguities in m obsceno pajaro. 

Fragmentation of plot structure is partly res

ponsible for ambiguity in the overall storyline; and 

when the author's imagination is added to the existing 

ambiguities, the result is an abstraction of the story 

itself. 

Humberto Pehaloza is characterized mostly in a 

context of external reality, while Mudito is an ab

stract characterization of Humberto's internal, psy

chological reality. 

The stream of consciousness technique is highly 

vulnerable te ambiguities of an almost incoherent 

nature. In Ll_ obsceno pajaro the ambiguities arise in 

great part from fragmentation of ideas, and then the 

ideas are further abstracted by merged and mutated 

narration, a facet of Donoso's stream of consciousness 

technique. 

Humberto Pehaloza was hired te write a chronicle 

of Boy's life, and he decided te de se within a novelis

tic framework. After several years of work he accomplish

ed his task. He included some of his own biographical 

data in the book. ^ obsceno pajaro is an abstraction 
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of Humberto's novel. 

El obsceno pajaro is a self-contained metaphor, 

a verbal portrait of intuitive, sometimes subconscious, 

internal feelings. The novel is an abstraction of the 

"forest" of life, as metaphorically stated se succinctly 

in the last sentence of the epigraph of the book, a 

summation of the novel's function and the author's in

tentions . "The natural inheritance of everyone who is 

capable of spiritual life is an unsubdued forest where 

98 
the wolf howls and the obscene bird of night chatters." 
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CONCLUSION 

A number of devices and techniques have been 

discussed in isolation in the preceeding three chapters 

on L^ Casa Verde, Rayuela, and Eĵ  obsceno pajaro de la 

noche; and it has been established that all three novels 

abound in diverse types of ambiguities resulting from 

those devices and techniques. In accordance with dic

tionary definitions and critics' views on functions of 

literature, it has been noted at the conclusion of each 

chapter that the ensemble of ambiguities leads respec

tively to complexity, confusion, and abstraction. When 

correlated, these novels reveal similarities and differ

ences which give them unity as products of the same 

generation of writers and individuality in creative 

aspects: unity in ambiguity and individuality in the 

functions of ambiguity. 

There are five stories of equal importance which 

combine to form an overall plot in Îa. Casa Verde: the 

stories of Bonifacia, Fushia, Anselmo, Julio Reategui, 

and the Inconquistables. They are all highly fragmented 

but tightly interrelated through characters, actions, 

128 
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and situations. Plot, characterization, and setting 

are practically inseparable, since each story is 

essentially the life story of one character. In the 

denouement most of the ambiguities of plot are satis

factorily resolved. 

Structurally the plot begins "in medias res," a 

condition which poses initial ambiguities which are 

ultimately resolved by numerous major and minor flash

backs. The chapters, sections, and scenes of the novel 

have no titles, and they are only vaguely connected by 

time elements, a circumstance which causes fragmentation 

An ambiguous cinematographic technique prevails. 

The novel contains a variety of lifelike char

acters, representing an array of social and political 

attitudes and ideas. Double names for the principal 

characters reflect a type of duality of personality. 

Characterization is accomplished from an external point 

of view, by observation of physical traits and concrete 

action. The reader can only conjecture about the emo

tional and psychological constitution of the characters. 

Setting is active, even protagonistic as it acts 

en characters and perpetuates the struggle between 

civilization and barbarity. Geographical locations 

often identifiable by name and the customs and daily 

activities of the populace of Peru are apparent. Time 
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IS imprecise bat generally discernible. Fragmentation 

occurs in the sudden cinematographic shifts of time 

and place in frequently alternating scenes. The domi

nant element of setting is place. 

The point of view of the narration is objective 

but net totally omniscient, as the narrator does not 

explore or presume to knew the thoughts or the psychology 

of the characters. Alongside the narrator's viewpoint 

there are character on character points of view, apparent 

especially in dialogs, and sometimes characters tell 

their own stories through dialog. Some elements of 

"death psychology" emerge, because the reader is apt to 

identify with and assume the viewpoint of selected 

characters. All the aforementioned elements combine te 

yield a fragmented overall viewpoint. 

Vargas Llosa uses both denotative and connetative 

writing te express his complex ideas. The use of stream 

of consciousness techniques is not common in the novel. 

The pace of the narration is rapid, due te concise, 

compact sentence structure. Metaphors abound. There 

are not any noticeable linguistic innovations in La. Casa 

Verde, except for the use of Indian words and Peruvian 

expressions. Indirect dialogs, the incorporation of 

direct dialog within the narrative without using tra

ditional punctuation, and merged narration, an obscuring 
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of the narrative person, are special stylistic contri

butions of Vargas Llosa. Merged narration is the domi

nant feature of his highly fragmented style. 

There are no chapter or section titles in La Casa 

V^^de which might clarify some aspects of the structure 

of the novel. However, the intricate divisions of the 

structure fit together like pieces of a puzzle. The 

structure, then, is fragmented. Foreshadowing techniques 

are used extensively, and the initial ambiguities are 

finally resolved. Numerous juxtaposed dialogs add 

complexity. Indirect dialogs and merged narration, 

already mentioned under style, are techniques closely 

related to the structure of the novel. 

The plot of Rayuela has one basic story, that of 

Horacio Oliveira, supplemented by a few minor subplots. 

If the novel is read from beginning te end, i.e., chap

ters 1 through 56, there is considerably less ambiguity 

caused by fragmentation of the story than when it is 

read, as suggested by Cortazar, intercalating the 

"capitulos prescindibles." The denouement, if one exists, 

and the end do little, if anything, to resolve the 

psychological and philosophical ambiguities introduced 

into the plot. 

Read either of the suggested ways, the novel be

gins "in medias res," but the impact of beginning, middle. 
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and end is radically altered by the reader's choice. 

Flashbacks and flashferwards are employed to clarify 

some aspects of the story: namely, the action. Philo

sophically, however, the story remains confusing, dia

lectic. Som.e degree of fragmentation occurs in the 

"traditional" reading of the novel, due to omission of 

time references; but fragmentation is mere obvious when 

the "capitulos prescindibles" are arbitrarily inserted. 

Cinematographic techniques surge when time references 

are omitted. 

The characters are extremely lifelike, but they 

represent one social type: derelict intellectuals. 

They are widely susceptible to misinterpretation by 

imperceptive readers. Physical descriptions of the 

characters are scanty, because psychological and philoso

phical descriptions are paramount in this case. Duality 

of characters is prevalent in Rayuela. Fragmentation 

is accomplished by temporarily withholding information 

about characters. 

Setting is used as a backdrop, reflective of the 

spirit of the characters or conflictive with the spirit 

of the characters. It is also used to provide atmosphere 

Geography, customs, time, and place are all of secondary 

importance to the spiritual and emotional environment 

which exists in Rayuela. Morality and social values are 
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relativistic in such an environment. There is duality 

of setting in the contrastive cities of Paris and Buenos 

Aires. Fragmentation is accomplished through the many 

detailed, intimate scenes within the broader settings of 

Paris and Buenos Aires. 

The principal character Horacio Oliveira is the 

main narrator, but multiple viewpoints are present in 

the following techniques: narration in first person 

singular and plural, third person singular and plural, 

first person singular stream of consciousness by indi

vidual characters, character on character narration, and 

numerous fortuitous viewpoints such as newspaper clip

pings and quotes from diverse books. Ambiguous frag

mentation occurs as a result of these multiple view

points. The narrator is omniscient in the sense that he 

explores both external descriptive and internal psycholo

gical aspects of characters and situations. "Depth 

psychology" is extremely important in Rayuela, due to 

the philosophical nature of the novel's content. The 

reader is this novel's principal ambiguous variant. 

The pace of Rayuela is slow stylistically, because 

of rambling sentences. Linguistic style is loose to 

compensate for the depth and rapidity of presentation 

of new philosophical ideas. The style is highly conneta

tive, although denotative passages are present. There 
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are excesses of imagery, symbols, and linguistic 

anomalies, linguistic innovation being the dominant 

characteristic of Certazar's style. There is an abun

dance of obscure, erudite Spanish words, and he includes 

many words and phrases from foreign languages. Invented 

words are common. Stream of consciousness techniques 

are often used, and there are evidences of merged narra

tion as found in L^ Casa Verde. Style is fragmented by 

diversity. 

Rayuela has no chapter titles, but the three major 

divisions of the book are labeled "Del lado de alia," 

"Del lado de aca," and "De otros lades." The structure 

of this novel can also be compared to a puzzle, but not 

all the pieces fit well. The structure of the novel is 

especially fragmented when read according te the author's 

preferred version. Several techniques similar to those 

in La. Casa Verde are apparent: foreshadowing, juxtaposed 

dialogs, indirect dialog, and merged narration of 

limited usage. 

El obsceno pajaro contains a principal story, that 

of Humberto Pehaloza, alias Mudito, and a major subplot, 

the story of Jeronimo de Azceitia. The stories are 

fragmented by frequent digressions and intrusions of 

secondary importance, and they are further abstracted by 

imagination and exaggeration propagated by the author. 
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Most of the ambiguities remain unresolved in the novel, 

because the real and the imaginary cannot be clearly 

separated. 

The plot is begun "in medias res," and flashbacks 

and flashferwards are used to provide pertinent details, 

but in this case the flashbacks are themselves se dis

torted that ambiguities are not always resolved. Frag

mentation is accomplished by the rambling, disgressive 

qualities of the stream of consciousness technique of 

narration. A cinematographic technique can be seen as 

a connector for the major chapters and section divisions 

of the novel, but the minute, sudden changes of scene 

within a given section cannot be explained in such 

concrete terms. Time is irrelevant to the plot struc

ture of this novel. The functions of beginning, middle, 

and end are not clear in El̂  obsceno pajaro. 

There are a few lifelike'characters in El̂  obscene 

pajaro, but they are counterbalanced by an equal number 

of unlifelike ones, since objects and animals imagina

tively become human-like personalities. Social types 

vary. Double names exist, but duality, parallelisti-

cally speaking, is limited. Mudito's role goes beyond 

dualism due te his mutating ability, a unique function 

of characterization in the literature of all times. In 

this particular novel fantasy permeates characterization 
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and contributes to ambiguous abstraction. 

Although there are a few identifiable geographi

cal locations and a few references te customs and acti

vities of the people, these elements of setting are 

subordinate to the social, moral, and emotional environ

ment of the novel. Physical setting serves as a back

drop and reflects the spirituality of the characters. 

There are two major settings of place, the Casa de 

Ejercicios and Rinconada, each of which is so abstracted 

as te reflect internal, rather than external, realities. 

Fragmentation of setting is most perceptible in the 

very frequent minute flashbacks caused by Mudito's 

delirium and the senility of the old women at the con

vent . 

The principal character, Mudito (Humberte), is the 

narrator. Unlike Lja Casa Verde and Rayuela, El obscene 

pajaro does not have an objective, omniscient narrator, 

because everything is tainted with Mudito's personal 

attitudes. Character on character viewpoint exists, 

but it is modified significantly by the mutating "ye," 

which makes it an almost false viewpoint. There are 

other character on character viewpoints which do net 

involve Mudito and the mutating "yo," se in effect there 

are multiple viewpoints which are not false. Neverthe

less, the multiple points of view are responsible for 
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the fragmentation and the ambiguity of viewpoint. 

Of the three novels discussed El̂  obsceno pajaro 

is the most complex stylistically. The language is 

rather pure, but the ideas are abstract. Donoso does 

not play linguistic games in the sense that Cortazar 

does. He uses a balance of denotative and connetative 

writing as Vargas Llosa does in La Casa Verde. Symbols 

are more ambiguous and vague than they are in Rayuela. 

Stream of consciousness is the most outstanding stylis

tic device used in Ej^ obscene pajaro, complemented by a 

lack of concern for traditional conventions of punctua

tion. There are many run-on sentences. Images abound, 

and the novel itself may be considered a metaphor. The 

resulting tone of the novel tends toward overstatement 

which leads to fantasy. 

Structural divisions of the novel have no titles , 

but seme of them are numbered. Their relationship is 

sometimes unclear. Flashbacks account for much of the 

internal fragmentation of structure, and juxtaposed 

dialogs, indirect dialog, and merged narration add te 

the ambiguity. The elements of structure here, too, 

can be compared to a puzzle, but the pieces are impre

cise. They sometimes leave gaps and they sometimes 

overlap, yielding an abstract picture. 
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All three novels demand aggressive, intellectual 

readers to decipher seme of the ambiguities and to 

simply appreciate the philosophical vagueness of other 

ambiguities. Thematically they are similar in their 

searches for identity: social identity in La Casa Verde, 

personal and universal identity in Rayuela, and personal 

identity in E_]̂  obscene pajaro. The novels are dissimilar 

in their means of expression. La Casa Verde is an exter

nal study of reality. Rayuela is a study of external 

and internal realities. Ê ^ obscene pajaro is an inter

nal study of reality. Each novel approaches its subject 

in a different manner. Lja Casa Verde is sociological, 

while Rayuela is philosophical, and E_l obsceno pajaro 

is psychological. Ambiguity abounds in these approaches, 

approaches which seem to correspond to the categories 

of complexity, confusion, and abstraction. 

Ambiguity is a broad term which can be broken into 

components. These components are devices and techniques 

which contain elements of multiple meaning, doubt, 

vagueness, or suggestive qualities which expand words, 

actions, and situations beyond their literal sense. In 

the summaries of the three novels under consideration 

several devices and techniques of the following sort 

appear and recur frequently. Foreshadowing creates a 

type of ambiguity which is slowly resolved as new 
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information is added. Flashbacks are frequently re

quired to clarify the plot of literary works which be

gin "in medias res." Connotation is ambiguous for 

its suggestive quality. Symbolism has long been a 

favorite device of ambiguity, and allusion has, too. 

Imagery, especially metaphors, flourishes in these con

temporary novels. Paradox and allegory are present 

also, somewhat stronger-devices of ambiguity than those 

aforementioned. All these techniques have been used as 

well by literary masters of centuries past. 

There are other techniques which are more char

acteristic of the works of modern and contemporary 

writers. La Casa Verde, Rayuela, and EĴ  obsceno paj aro 

contain an impressive sampling of these relatively new 

techniques which nurture ambiguity. Each novel con

tains, te greater or lesser degrees, the following 

elements: anachronism, fragmentation, dualism, cinema- y 

tographic shifts, linguistic ambiguities, merged narra

tion, indirect dialog, juxtaposed dialog and action, 

and "depth psychology." 

In view of se many traditional and innovative 

devices and techniques , it is not difficult to see that 

La Casa Verde, Rayuela, and E_l obscene pajaro are truly 

saturated with ambiguities of all types. Gomez-Gil lists 

several of these techniques as common characteristics 
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of the works of this contemporary generation of 

9 9 

Hispanic-American novelists. New, perhaps, it is 

easy to see that ambiguity is the principal single 

unity of the generation, while individuality is deter

mined by the choices and uses of techniques. 

The ensemble of ambiguities in each novel have a ^ 

function. Ambiguity yields mere complexity in La Casa 

Verde, because most aspects of ambiguity are finally 

resolved. Ambiguity creates confusion in Rayuela 

principally through dialecticism. Ambiguity causes 

abstraction in E^ obscene pajaro by fusing the real 

with the imaginary and by presenting internal feelings 

in terms of external description. In these functions 

of ambiguity lies the individual creativity of Vargas 

Llosa, Cortazar, and Donoso, 

The implications of the foregoing conclusions 

are far-reaching. Although it is net within the scope 

of this dissertation to prove the following assertions, 

it is appropriate to indicate some further applications 

of the conclusions. 

The artistic developments of Vargas Llosa, Cortazar, 

and Donoso seem to progress in similar directions: from 

coherence to relative incoherence. Their early works 

show complexity, probably because they still relied 

heavily on traditional techniques as they introduced 
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their new techniques. In subsequent years they moved 

in the direction of confusion, since they broke with 

tradition and were experimenting with a proliferation 

of ambiguous techniques. Their latest works indicate 

that they are still searching for artistic identity 

in confusion, but that they tend mere toward an ordered 

and methodic abstraction. 

Furthermore, the progression from complexity 

through confusion te abstraction is present in the 

developmental phases of the entire contemporary genera

tion of Hispanic-American novelists. Ambiguous com

plexity is detectable in Al file del agua, Hijo de 

hombre, and EjL tundL. Ambiguous confusion is present 

in varying degrees in Tres tristes tigres, Sobre heroes 

Y_ tumbas, and Conversacion en la Catedral. Ambiguous 

abstraction describes Pedro Paramo, La muerte de Artemie 

Cruz, and Cien anos de soledad, although the abstraction 

is not as thoroughly developed as it is in El^ obsceno 

pajaro. These hypotheses prove that contemporary 

Hispanic-American novelists have unity in ambiguity. 
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